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ABSTRACT 
In the course of designing file organization systems, com-
paring paclz;:aged generalized file processi11g ayatemo, or ,:vhen 
evaluating alternative hardware/ soft\vare configurationa, it is often 
desirable to have a good estimate of system performance before 
committing large expenditure a of money and manpower. 
This thesis is intended to illustrate the experimental approach 
to the determination of performance prediction ftn1cti.onale. It is 
suggested that this approach could be useful for the class of prob-
lems considered to be "bench-marks" for computing systems. 
The scope of this paper will be limited to the use of an experi-
mental approach to find a prediction formula for the time required 
to retrieve data from disk stored files under certain specified con-
ditions. Needless to say, other conditions could have been specified, 
and a different formula determined. What is significant, however, 
is the experimental approach itself. The formula developed in this 
paper can be used with confidence, however, if the intended appli-
cation meets the conditions specified in this paper. 
This paper begins with a discussion of the information retriev-
al problem being investigated. The inverted file and sequential 
techniques for "solving" this _problem are then described since t!.ey 
will be used in the paper. 
The thesis ~hen proceeds by specifying the experimental con-
• 
ditions? selecting the appropriate experimental designs, and pre- · ·. 
senting the results of the experiment. The .experimental results 
,, .•· 
are then discussed and verified. . 
. ' 
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I INTRODUCTION • 
A. Objective of Thesis 
Tl1e object of this thesis ia to determine a formula which can 
be usedll under certain conditions, to predict the tir£1e required to 
retrieve records from a file which satisfy a multiple element 
inquiry using sequential and inverted file retrieval techniques. 
B. Conditions of AEplicabilify 
• The conditions under which this formula will apply artt: 
1. Each element of the multiple element inquiry i• of 
the form, R1, where 
where di is the record field number and c1 is an index 
term that might be contained in field number d1 of any 
record in the file. 
• 
•. 
2. The index terms are uniformly distributed among the 
records and among the inquiries. 
3. The file will be stored in one contiguous area on IBM 
2311 disk packs. 
4. The inquiries will be processed by an IBM System OS/360 
.. 
Mod 50. Inquiries will be received as card input in an IBM 
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5. The inverted file will also be stored in a contiguous 
area 011 an I13Jvf 2311 dish. pack. 
6. All record addressing \'vill be accon1plished by means 
· of the standard IBM index sequential access method. 
7. All record• will be 1tored as fixed leqth, fixed 
format records. 
8. The independent variables all lie within the following 
ran1ea: 
( There are four categories of independent variables 
that will be investigated in this experiment: Basic File 
Factors, Inverted File Factors, Disk: Storage Factors, 
and Inquiry Factors. The nature of these factors will 
be discussed below. These factors have been selected 
on the basis of anticipated (possible) significant effect 
on retrieval time. These factors will be referred to by 
alphabetic code in the remainder of this paper.) 
. 
a. Basic File Factors 
1. . Basic record length - the number of characters 
in. each bas le re cord. (Factor A ) 
2. The number of characters in the basic record 
4 
call-up nwnber. ( Factor B) 
. ,, 
.. 
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3. The nu.mbe:r of indexing terms Ln. each bal§lic 
re co rd .. ( Jt actor C ) 
4,. The nu.mber of characters in each index term. 
(Factor D) 
5. Total number of distinct index terms in the basic 
file.. ( Factor E) 
6. Total number of records in the basic record file. 
(Factor F} 
; 
·b. Inverted File Factors 
-
7. Maximum number of basic record call-~p numbers . 
stored in each inverted file record. (Note: If additional 
call-up numbers n1.ust be stored, additional inverted 
file records will be chained on.) ( Factor G) 
c. Disk Storage Factor• 
8. Address look-up tables and file records on s,ame 
(or different) disk pack( s). ( Factor H) 
9.. Inverted and basic files on same ( or different) 
~isk paclc{ s l o ( Factor J) 
10. Number of I/0 buffers associated with basic file. 
··~ ... ·r.-. .-(Factor K) 
11. Nuniber. ofI/0 buffers associated with inverted file. 
(Factor~) 
-4- .· 
. ' ' - , ·~,:_ .. -. 
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-, -------, 
1 2 .. N llri-·1 be r of in v c rt r· d file r c c o rd H i n a 1) lo c l{ a B H t <) x· t~ d 
on di a lz . ( .F"' a ct o r lvi) 
13.. Nl1r11lJer of basic file rc~cords 1n a block. as s tr)red 
on di s l~ 4 ( F a ct o r T\J) 
d. Inquiry .F'actors 
14. Inquiry reqt1ests print out of con11Jlete basic record or 
call-up nt1n1.ber only. ( Factor O ) 
15. Number of "and" elements in each inguiry. ( Factor P) 
e. Levels Used for Each Factor 
These levels were selected as being representative and, at 
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100 call-up nbrs/rec 
I - same pack -
1 = same pack 
Z buffers /file 
. 2 buffers/file 
3 rec/block 
15 rec /block 
1 = full record 
3 elements/ inquiry 
-5-
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50 terms/ file 
I 000 records /file 
50 call-up nbrs/rec 
0 = different packs 
0 = different packs 
1 buffer /file 
1 buffer/file 
I rec/block 
Z rec/block · 
0 = call-up nbr only 
Z elements/ inquiry 
'· '':, '_,·,'.:,_ . 
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II TI-iE GENERAL RETRIEV'AL PROBL.E:M 
A. The Ingujry 
The general information retrie,,al problem is to find those 
records in a file which satisfy a particular logical constraint on 
one or more fields. Before elaborating on this point, it is con-
venient to define "field-valuef'. The term "index term" is often 
used synonornoualy with "field-value". 
A field within a record may contain one or more alpha-
num.eric or special characters. We shall define a particular set 
of characters as a "field value". That is, considering a field to 
be an algebraic variable which may only assume values from a 
finite set, a field-value is one of the values from this finite 
set. 
For example, if the "i"th record consisted of English 
prose, then the "j"th field in that record might assmne the value 
of any word in the dictionary. 
A r·etrieval request, R, in general, asks for all records 
containing one or more particular field-values consistent with 
. -
a given logical restraint. That is, letC1 , c 2 ••• Cq be qdistinct 
field values mentioned in a request. Then R has the following 
form: 
.,. : ~· . 
: ·,, .. ' ' 
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R1 = ''i "th component of retrieval requeat R 
n = Set algebrn operator for "intersection" which i, 
equivalent to logical nANDH 
Each component, R1, of the retrieval request has the 
following general form 
where • 
di = integer denoting which field in the record is lilvolved 
in the "i "th component of the retrieval request. 
relational 
operator i = one of the logical operators from the aet 
{ - ·, - > -, > < -, <} 
-, -, t ' ' 
c1 = a set of characters (i.e., a field-value) which might 
be contained in the "d. "th field of one or more records. 
l 
Referring to the personnel example cited earlier, a request 
asking for all recordS with department number ( field 2) of 7202 
and job code (field 3) of 1402 would map into the following general 
form 
,, .. -· ~. 
·•,. 
~<-
R1 = {2, =, 7202} 
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Any retrieval request, no matter 110\v complicated, can 
' 
always be reduced to a series of retrieval requests of the above 
general form. For exan--iple, consider tl1e follO\'Ving request, R, 
which asks for all records having R 1 and R 2 and either R 3 £!_ R 4 . 
R = R1 i'\R2"( R 3 vR 4 ) 
.This may be reduced, using set algebra, to the following: 
R = ( R l rtR z ~R 3 ) v ( R l ~ "R 4 ) 
This may be considered to be two requests R ( 1 ) 
R ( 1 ) = RI f""\R 2 "R 3 
and R(Z) where 
.. 
·. 
Therefore, the general form for retrie·val requests presented 
above may be considered to be an upper bound on the complexity of 
retrieval requests that should be considered when planning an 
information retrieval system. 
B. -Distribution of Index Terms 
· If we consider a given basic file, it is possible to construct 
a his_togram representing frequency of occurrence of each index 
. . . '• 
. -:> .: ,i'• .. 
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term. in the file.. For example, consider the following file con-
oieting of five recordo .. Each record contains a docun1ent 
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The number of .occurrences of index terms can be normalized 
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For thi• example, the inquiries are distributed among the 
records according to a tmiforn--i distribution. 
A sin'11lar probnbllity distribution could be constructed for the 
probnbility of occurrencee of each indeJ{ term in the inquiri~Bo' 
In this paper 1 a uniior121- di1?Jtribution of k:ey value a o.mong the 
records an~ in the lnguirieB ~i~l be assmne.d. Similar studies to 
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ill. THE INVERTED FILE TECI-INIQUE 
A. Descriptiq~ 
There are several known techniques for retrieving records 
from random access devices vvhen the retrieval is to be made on 
the basis of multiple index terms. 
A description of the most common methods is in ~..\ppendiic 2 • 
The inverted file method is generally considered to be the 
best for a wide range of applications" In this paper, only the 
· inverted file and sequential search method will be investigated. 
A similar experimental approach is directly applicable to the other 
methods, and will be suggested as a theme for further study. 
The inverted file technique will be described in some· detai:l 
below. Appendix 3 contains illustrations of the terminology used 
for file structure. 
1. The Basic File 
Let us denote a conventional file as the "basic file". • 
Each record in this file contains a unique identifier ( call-up 
number) and several other tmits of information (field-values) • 
z. The Inverted File 
Let us now transform the basic file into a new file 
, ( c~lled a11:.inver-ted file.) using the following rule for mapping:·" 
I • 
.. 
• ' J. ' \ ,. 
. ' 
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B. 
Rule: For each unique field-value vvhich n1ight appear 
in an inquiry against this file, create~ an inverted file record 
containing the call-l1p nurr1bern of those baaic records ,vhich 
contain the give11 field-value. 
E~xam__ple of Inverting a File 
Consider the following file consisting of five records. Each 
record contains a document number, and up to three descriptive 
index terms. 
Document Index , 
• Nmnber Terms 
·• 
.. 
1 A, B, C 
. . 
2 C, D •· B, . 
... _, 
.. 
3 C, D, E 
_,. 
4 A, E 
5 B, D, E ., 




A 1 ' 4 :•· 
\" B 1 ' 2, 5 




• E- 3, 4, 5 
,·· 
• 
It should be not~d that each unique index term serves as the 
identifier for the inverted file record associated with it, and that 
·. -lZ- . '' .. 
. 
. 






"II I! --o...= 
the index terma are approxin1ately uniformly diatributed among 
the re cord EJ. 
C. Utility of the Inverted File 
11be utility of the inv"'erted file techniqu.e becon1.es apparent 
when one considers an inquiry of the form, "Which records have 
a given set of index terms?". 
Consider the example given above. If we ask, "Which records 
have B and C? rr, we have two choices. First, we can look at the 
basic file and examine each record in sequence to see if it contain• 
B and C. This is, of course, the sequential search technique. 
Secondly, we can go to the inverted file and look at the inverted 
file records for B and C. The "intersection" of the inverted records 
for B and C contains the call-up numbers for the basic basic rec-
ords containing both B and C, That is, the set intersection of 
{l, Z, 5} and {l, Z, 3, 4} is {I, 2}. These two basic records 
contain B and C. 
Clearly the abo:ve example is trivial. However, the difficulty 
of the search increases rapidly with an increase in the number of 
index terms per record and/ or the num.ber of basic records. 
U we consider a file containing thousands of records with a 
dozen or so index terms per record and several hundred ( or more) 
different index terms 1_ the problem of conducting a search for 
. those records containing a given set of index terms is quite formid-
able. This problem, therefore, lends itself to a computer solution. 
-13-
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It should be clear at this point that the Inverted file technique 
is strictly applicable onl':r to a ou1)eet of the general for-rn of the 
inquiry as described above. That ia, the inverted file technique 
is only of utility when processing inquiries whose elements con-
tain only the"=" relational operator.' 
However, inquiries which contain element• involving other 
relational operators may be proceBeed in two steps. First, the 
inverted file technique may be used to retrieve those records sat-
"isfying the element8 involving the "=" operator. S!!condly, these 
records can then be checked sequentially to see if they satisfy the 
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IV rf!-IE EXPERIMEN1"A1J Ar)PitOAC:II 
A. General Procedure 
The general procedure to be used in this paper for the ex-
perimental approach to determining retrieval time is the follo\1 ing: 
B. 
1. Specify the system which will be the object of t11e experiment Ii 
2. Select the appropriate experimental design• . 
3. Design and perform the experiment. 
4~ Use multiple regression to find the desired functional. 
5. Verify the accuracy of the functional. 
Specification of System 
The system being studied in this paper consists of two phases: 
a file creation phase, and an inquiry processing phase. This ls 
illustrated in Figure IV-C. 
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Figure IV-C P.hases of the System 
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1. }\.sstirned Characteristics of the I;-ile Creation Phaee -
Baal c F' ile 
a. J~ ac h basic file re co rd vlll l h;1 '.'"e a u.nique identif lea tion 
number and se,leral indeJc tern1s. 
b. "fhe indeJ:r terms vvill be ·uniformly distributed among 
the basic records by using a pseudo random nun1ber gen-
erator ( power residue method) with a different seed each 
time the file ia created. The seeds will come from a 
table of random nmnbe rs . 
c. The basic file records will be stored in the sequence 
of their identification numbers. 
d. The basic file records will be stored in one con-
tiguous area on a disk pack . 
e. A table look-up procedure will be used to randomly 
access a given basic file record. 
f. The main directory used for the table look-up pro-
cedure will be stored in one contiguous area on a disk 
pack. The entries in this table will identify the cylinder 
on which a given record is located. The first track in 
the cylinder will then contain a low order table which 
will give the disk address corresponding to a given· 
. 
' 
record. ( Note: This is the standard IBM index sequen- · 
"tial access methodJ 
. g. The main directory area for the basic file can be 
-16-
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located on a different dial-c pach. tl-1an the baalc file area itself, 
or tl1ey may bot11 re aide on the s an"1e pa clc. 
h. The baeic file record• will be fixed length, fixed format 
records . 
l. The basic file record• will be blocked when •tored on 
disk. 
Assumed Characteristics of the File Creation Phase - Invert-
ed File 
a. Each index term in the basic file will identify an inverted 
file .record. 
b. The inverted file records wlll be fixed length, fixed for-
mat records and will contain an identification number, a . 
chaining field, and a fixed number of positions in which to 
store the identification nu:mbers of the basic file records 
which contain the given index term. 
c. If this fixed number of positions is not enough to store 
· .all the basic file identification numbers, then the chaining 
field w.ill be used to indicate the next Jnverted record 
which also corresponds to the given index term. In this 
way, as many inverted file records as are required may be 
"chained" together. 
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d. The inverted records will be stored ln sequence of their 
identification nun1bera. 
e. The inverted file records will be stored ln one contiguous 
area on a disk pack. 
f. A table look-up procedure· wlll be used to randontly acce1• 
a given inverted file record. 
I• The standard IBM index aequential acce11 method will 
be used. 
h. The main directory area for the inverted file can be 
located on a different pack than the inverted file area itself, 
or they may both reside on the same pack. 
b. The iilverted file ( and directory) area• may or rn.ay not 
be on the same packs as the basic file ( and directory) areas. 
l. ~he inverted file records may or may not be blocked when 
stored on disk. 
AssUIIl.ed Characteristics of the Inquiry Phase 
-----
a. Each inquiry will contain several elements of the form 
{field number, =, index term}. These elements will be 
jo.lned by the logical operator, "AND". 
.b. 'J;'he field -num.be1· and index terms will be unifor.mly 
distributed among the inquiries by using a pseudo random 
' ~ :, . . . 
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number genera tor ( po'\VC r rea id11f~ n1e tJ1od ) \vith a di ff c r cnt 
Be c d f o r e a c h s c t of in q t1 i r i c s . 'I l1 e s e e d s \l/ i 11 c o 111 e fro r11 
a table of randon,1 numbers. 
c. The inquiry may request that the entire record be printed 
out, or it may request only the identification number of those 
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V. GENERi\ I~1 PROC:E:DtJRE f_,OR 11 HE EXPERIMENT 
The ex:peri1T1en.t \Vill conoiut of a set of trialH. Each tria 1 
consists of two phaoes. First 1 n basic file ,vill be created, inverted, 
and stored on disl, in accordance vrith a particular treatment of 
the basic file, inverted file, and disk storage factore. 
Secondly, after the creation of these files, inquiries will be 
processed using the inverted file system in accordance with each 
of the four possible combinations of the two inquiry factor•. 
Furthermore, as a control block for comparative purposes, 
an identical set of inquiries will be processed using a sequential 
search of each record in the basic file. This sequential search 
will also be performed in accordance with each of the four pos-. 
1lble combinations of the two inquiry factors. 
The experiment will proceed in four stages: 
Stage 1 A sufficient number of trials will be carried . 
out to determine which of the fifteen factors being 
investigated have significant main effects. 
Stage Z Those factors which are found to have significant 
main effects will be investigated further. Additional 
trials will be carried out, by varying only those factors 
found to have significant main effects, to determine which 
of the· first order interactions between these factors are 
themselves slgn:tflcant. 
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1\1ultiple rej.;rea8lon analysis will then be used 
,f~ [_ - .,. 
to f ·1y-,rJ "'" 1\n l •'•f.'<l f' -,11r r"" 0 ;it f·c,..,~ t\-1.c~\ ,:,,,.,-1'•,,,··-1'7r1···1r·r·1t·-·:l 1,r 
. _ .. 1 ~ ,_ l l l i, .:·. . C , ~ ,:1 t. ,;; ( 1 .d . ,;; __ u l -· 1, ,, J. , . t .. , C 11.. _., ,_. 1. . 1 . ,;;.., . ,A l J 
obtained data an a function of the r11ain and firot order 
in te r ~ ct i o n e ff e ct R id e n ti f i e d a B s i g n if l c ant ab o "re . 
Stage. 4 The functional determined in Stage 3 will then be 
verified 1)y comparing predicted to actual results for files 
created at levels other than those used in Stages I and z. 
U gross errors exist in prediction, then additional 
experimentation will be required to evaluate higher 
order effects. If the errors fall within 95% confidence 
intervals·, the linear· model will be considered adequate . 
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VI. D}::SIGN AND REStJl"'TS FOR S1~AGE 1 -
'T' I-;~ c· r1·· ') I·' 11 i A T 1\T L"' 1· 'r.·, 1··, c·-. ··1, .-., ·"· .. """,:) ( . .lVlf\._ l ·1 J:.4 ~ l.' ' ... · 1 :i 
Desip'n - Stape 1 P ;. j C • ,.i,:) 
1 . Mair1 Plot - F'ile Generation Factors 
An independent n1ea sure of the significance of each of 
the thirteen file generation factors can be obtained by using 
a standard fractional fractorial design. This design is a 
1/256 replication of 13 factors consisting of 32 treatments. 
This plan is reproduced below in standard form. 
Plan 2 5 6 • 1 3 • 1 6 1 
Block 1 Block 2 
( 1 ) eghjkm 
abcdefghiklmn abcdfln 
adjmn adeghkn 














"Fractional Factorial Expe~iment Designs for Factors at Two.Levels;''U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Applied Mathematics Serles ~br 48, p. 75, April, 1957. 
. . 
; I' ~ _°' 
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Due to the fact tl1at the file generatJon phase of each trial 
consurne s a size ab 1 e arnoun t of tirne ( ap1Yrox:irna te ly 5-10 r11.int1tes ) , 
and that a large nun1.ber of treatn1enta ( 32) rr1ust be carried out, 
this main plot design vv~ill have only one replicate~ (i.e. Each 
treatment \Vill ·be used once.) The total number of trials for the 
main plot in this first stage will therefore be thirty-two. 
The experimental error will be estimated by pooling the sums 
of squares of the 16 effects other than the main effects. It should 
be noted that this error contains the first order interactive effects 
as well as the true error. It ls, however, the best estimate that 
c~ be made without resorting to a large nmnber of additional trials. 
2. Sub Plot - Inquiry Factors· 
Once. the file has been generated, inqulrl es will be proc-
essed against the file. Each inquiry will be processed first 
by the inverted file technique and then, for comparison pur-
poses, by sequentially searching the entire file. This 
experimental approach is, of course, based on a split-plot 
design technique. Each inquiry will be processed four times, 
each such time corresponding to one of the four treatments 
formed by the four possible combinations of the two inquiry 
factors, each of which has two levels. 
The sub plot will have. two replicates. For each repli-
cate, .a different inquiry will be processed. The field number 
• I . 
. , ~~ 
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and index terms in the inquiries are nelected on the basis 
of a uniforn1 diatribution, using a different seed for the 
pseudo random nu1nber generator for eacl1 trial. 
Tl1e sub plot analysis can be carried out by considering 
the file generation phase as a factor, X, which has thirty-
two levels. Each level corresp,onda to one of the treatments 
used when generating the file. The inquiry processing phase 
can be considered to be the aub plot factor, Y, which has 
four levels. Each level corresponds to one of the fvu.r pos-
sible treatments of the two inquiry factors, each of which 
has two levels. 







' Where x1 th~ treatment for t:rial i 
Y 1 is inquiry factor treatment P 
y " 2 
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The atandard analy!=iig for a tvvo-\vay classification can then 
be c a r r i e d o 11 t to de t e r 1n in e '\V h et he r th (~ y· f ,1. c t n r i H !-l i u n i f i c a n t . 
~ '1 
If it is, then the hvo inquiry factors rr1a y'" then be independently 
estimated. 
.. 
[ ( Sl + 52) - ( S3 + 54) J z 





B. Stage 1 - Results Test of Main Effects 
Tables VI-1 and VI-2 show the analysis of variance for the 
first stage inverted file system search and the sequential search 
respectively. The purpose of this first stage was to identify which 
of the factors have significant main effects on retrieyal time for 
the two search procedures. The observed data for this stage is 
- in Appendix 5. 
1. Discussion of Table VI-1 - Inverted Search I 
' l' •. 
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a. Jv[aln Plot 
1~·he AJ:.!OYA is based on a standard Yaten analyais 
c:onEJideri.ng the avt:1rage of the eight observed tfn1es 
for each treatment as the observed tlme for that 
The ANOVA table for the file generation factors 
(the main plot) indicates that Factor C is significant 
at 99%, and that Factors E, F, G are signUicpnt at 
95'1', confidence. 
Factor H is only significant at 94'1',, but will be 
investigated further since the sum of squares for error 
is enlarged by all effects of order higher than one. 
Furt~ermore, since this is a highly fractionated design, 
the sum of squares computed for each main effect, 
although independent of all other main effects, contains 
the sums of squares of 255 other effects of order higher 
than one. (i.e. These "aliased" effects are "confounded" 
. 
with the main effects.) For these two reasons, Factor H 
wi.11 be investigated further before being dismissed as 
insignificant. 
The sign of each effect, independent of all other 
effects, is also listed in the ANOVA table. It will be 
revealed, .in the next stage of this experiment that some __  
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of the first order interactions, thusly confounded, are, 
indeed, independently l'lignlficant. It is a1rnu.:med that 
all other higher order effects are negligible. 
b. Sub Plot 
The sub plot ANOVA la baBed on a standard two-way 
analysis of variance, in which the error is estimated from 
the two observations taken for each treahnent. 
The sub plot ANOVA indicates that the file generation 
(Factor X), the inquiries (Factor Y), and their inter-
action are all independently l!lignificant at 99% confidence. 
c. · Ingu!ry Factors 
The inquiries effect ( Factor Y) from the sub plot 
was shown to be significant above. Therefore, .the •um 
of squares for Y is broken into three indep«!ndent estimates 
of the inquiry factors, 0 and P, and their interaction, OP. 
All three of these are found to be significant when tested 
against the· estimate of errol' from the sub plot. 
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Table VI-1 ANOVA For Inverted F'ile Svste:r11 - Stage 1 - - - _--_- -----
- -- -_ -
_L., 
Main Plot 'F'l-- G - - -_ i - r·'ff ) L : 1 ~ e _ __1 e n e_r a t . o n ,.'-4 _ !? ct~ ~ 
Effect DOF Surn of Sguareo Me an Sqlla:re F Value 
A 1 0.620 
- 0.017 B l 2 7. 48 3 
- 0.739 C 1 602.742 
-
16. 21 s~~* D 1 40. 393 
-
1.087 E 1 215.163 
-
5. 788)~ F 1 255.123 
-
6.863* G 1 265.382 
-
7.139* H 1 15 7. 448 
-
4. 23s v J 1 16. 2 63 
-
0.438 K 1 0.080 
-
0.002 L 1 43.020 
- 1.157 M 1 63.432 
-
1.706 N I l 50.163 - 1. 350 Error 18 669.082 3 7. 1 71 
-
Total 31 2,407.271 
- -
Sub Plot 
X 31 · Z,407.271 77.654 187.118** y 3 876.565 292. 188 704.067** XY 93 1,870.687 20.115 48.470** Error 128 53. 121 0.415 
Total 255 5,207.644 
Inquiry Factors ( Obtained From Sub Plot Factor Y) 
0 1 614.909 
- 1,481.708** p 1 3.084 
- 7.431** OP 1 258.572 
- 623.065** Error 128 53. 121 0.415 
Total 131 929,. 686 
** Denotes significance at 99% probability. 




















V Denotes significance doubtful, but further investigation will be carried out . 
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Z. Discussion of Table VI-2 - Sequential Search 
'. 
a. 1v1ain Plot 
The AI'-TOVA is baaed on a standard Yates analysis, 
considering the average of the eight obser"<;ed times for 
each treatment as the observed time for that trea tn1.ent . 
The ANOVA table indicates that Factors A, D and 
F are significant at 99%, and Factor C is significant at 
951o. Factor N is only significant at 91 % but will be 
investigated further (for the same reasons that H was 
Investigated further for the inverted search) as dis-
cussed above. 
b~ Sub Plot 
The sub plot ANOVA is based on a standard two-way 
analysis of variance, in whicli the error is estimated 
from the replications. 
The sub plot ANOV A indicates that the file generation 
Factors ( X} is highly significant but that the inquiry 
Factors ( Y) and their interaction are not significant. 
Therefore, the inquiry factors will no l9nger be 
investigated for the. sequential search technique. 
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Table VI-2 ANOVA For Seguential Search - Stage 1. 




































































Total 255 833,832.339 
** Denotes significance at 99,;» • 






F Value Effect 
56. 82 3J:.~ :i~ 
0. 728 
5. 321;~ 


























3,651. 307** + 
I.ZOO l. + ~ 0.343 y 
/ 
v' Denotes significance doubtful, but further lnvestlga1lon will be carried out. 
1 The sum of squares for the error is obtained by pooling all effects other than main effects. 
}. 
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Su.mmary of ReeultR of Stage 1 
a. Inverted File Search - Significant l;'actore 
ii5 --- . . .. . -, - -- Olliii!oal . 
C - The number of index terms in each record. 
E - The nt1mbe:r of distinct index terms in the basic file. 
F - The number of baaic records in the file. 
G - The maximum number of call-up numbers in an 
inverted record. 
H - Directories and records stored on same ( different) 
pack( a ) • 
0 - Output of call-up numbers or full basic i:ecord. 
P - The number of elements in the inquiry. 
OP - The interaction between O and P. .. 
iZ. 
• 
b. Sequential Search - Significant Factors 
~- ,. 
A - The number of characters in the basic record. 
C - The num.ber of index terms in each basic record. 
D - The maximum number of characters for each index 
term. 
F - The number of basic records in the file. 
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VII. DESIGN .l\ND RESULTS FOR S'"f AGE 2 -
rrES1' OF .FIRS'f ORDER INTER .. 4.CTI01'IS 
DesiErn - Stage 2 
I. Main Plot - File Generation Factors 
In Stage 1, five of the original 13 file generation factors 
were selected for further investigation for each of the ttNo 
search techniques. This further investigation will consist 
of determining which of the first order interactions of these 
five selected factors are also significant. 
# 
A full, completely randomized 2 5 factorial design will 
be used for this stage. The experimental error will be . 
estimated by pooling the sums of squares of all effects of 
order higher than first order interactions. Once again, 
. . 
due to the time required to carry out the necessary 32 
• 
treatments, a single replicate will be employed. The designs 
for the second stage for the two search techniquea are pre-
sented below. 
Plan for Inverted Search (Factors c, E, F, G, H) 
- .1 - '-_ ( 1) g h gh ' . -
C cg ch 
e eg eh 
ce ceg ceh 
f fg_ fh . 
cf cfg cfh 
ef efg · efh 
cef cefg cefh 
. ', ,' .·: . . . 
. :.'.:,., ·- . ·, 
- " .· . . 
l . • : ,>\. · .. ··. -32- .· 
. . i.~.. .: ~ .. 
.. . \.. ·.·.· ··_.·.'. 
·,;.~·-· 
. . . . ' ... ·• , 
. . \ .. 
· . 
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Plan for Segu,entia l. Se a~ cl1 { F..?ctors 
~l c; f DK F L.N} 
( I ) f n fn 
a af an afn 
C cf en cfn 
ac acf acn acfn 
d df dn dfn 
ad adf adn adfn 
cd cdf cdn cdfn 
acd acdf acdn acdfn 
.. 
2. Sub Plot - Ing,uiry Factors. 
In the first stage, the inquiry factors were shown to be 
insignificant for the sequential search. However~, tl1e inquiry 
factors were shown to be highly significant for the inverted 
file search. Therefore, the inquiry factors will be investi-
gated further in relation to the inverted search only. Once 
again, there will be two inquiries processed by each of the 
four possible treatments of the inquiry factors. The elements 
of the inquiries will be selected randomly as before. 
Stage 2 - Results - Test of Main and First Order Interaction Effects 
The factors identified as significant in Stage I of this experi-
(ment were investigated further in a full factorial design. The 
• 
analysis of variance for these full factorial designs are presented 
in Tables VII-I and VII-Z. The observed data for this stage is in 
-A·ppendix 5. 
. ' 
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1, he ':r' ate G an a 1 y B i B of the ma in p 1 o t in di c ate a that C , E , 
CE, F, CF, EF, c;, and EG are significant at 99%, and l{ 
and EI-I are significant at 9570. The sign of each of these 
effects acting independently is given in the table . 
b. Sub Plot 
The sub plot analyel8 indicates that flle generation 
factors, inquiry factors and their interaction are all significant 
at 99%. The sum of squares for the inquiry factors will be 
analyzed below. • 
c. Inquiry Factors 
The analysis of the inquiry factors indicates that 0, P, 
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Table\'II-1 ~~<?,VA For Inve:::.!ed Search - Stage 2 
1v1 a le n pl O t { JJ~ i l e c; e n e r a t l On F: ff e C t A ) 
.. .••. ... . ... ·· ... ·-·.~ .. ·· .. .. .•. ,l'.,. 
Effect DOF Surn of Sq-µare ~. Mean Sq11are F Value 
C I 548. 248 
- 1 51. 68 51X";:e 
E 1 203.417 
-
56. 280* 1:r CE 1 125.047 
-
3 4 c.; 9 6 ·~·DI .. · .• - '-'··= !t' 
F 1 2 9 5. 1 55 
-
81. 6 61 $~( 
CF 
• 1 38. 998 - 10. 79Q:¢n) EF I 55. 6 90 
-
15.407** 
G 1 91. 651 
-
25.357** CG 1 8. 578 
-
Z.373 
EG 1 50.106 
-
13. 863** FG 1 -~ 0. 2 74 • 0.075 
H I 26.315 
-
7.280* 
CH 1 8. 540 
-
2.363 
EH 1 23. 204 
-
6,420* FH 1 1. 056 
-
o. 292 GH 1 1.773 
-
0.490 
Error 3 16· 57. 8 30 3. 614 
-




X 31 1,535,873 49.544 155. 87Z** y 3 840. 213 280.071 882.630** XY 93 1,056.713 11.363 35.750** Error 128 40.685 0.3178 
Total 255 
Inquiry Factor Effects ( Obtained from Sub Plot Factor Y) 
0 1, 552.798 
P 1 3.342 
OP 1 284. 068 
Error 1Z8 40. 685 
Total 131 880. 898 
** Denotes significance at 991c,. 
* Denotes significance at 951c, • 
- 1,739. I 79** 
- 10.514** 
























3 . ' . . The sum of Eilqua.res for the error was obtained by pooling all 
effects of order higher than two. ·. 
-3·5-
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Dis cua sion of 1' able 1/II- 2 - Se q11entla l Search 
a. Mai:1 Plot 
The Yates anal1~sis of the main plot indicates that At 
C, D, and F are significant at 99% • and CD and N at 95% !' 
b. Sub Plot 
The sub plot analysis was not made since the inquiry 
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Table VII-2_ A NOVA .F'or Seguential Search - Stage 2 
Main Plot ( F' i l t:~ c· •?. - t· -~~ tf ·· .. _ 1'';~{., ~ ~-1 L l l -- l d - l 1J ll _ _ _.J J. ,. t (~ ,J _ .
- -
....________ 
Effect DOF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value 
A 1 323,351.023 - l 6 3 . 6 0 5 :r~ox 
C l 24,112.383 
-
I 2 . 2 0 0'~ ,:i. 
AC 1 61.856 
-
0.031 
D 1 56,702.385 
-
28. 68 9=,~* 
AD 1 2,256.309 
-
I. 141 
CD 1 14,714.569 
-
7.445* 
F 1 313,498.368 .. 158.620** 
AF 1 44,241.864 
-
22.384 
CF 1 637.398 
-
0.322 
DF 1 3,877.428 
-
1.961 
N 1 IO, 16 5. 0 76 
-
5.143* 
AN 1 1,011.494 
-
0.511 
CN 1 364.228 
-
0.184 
DN 1 1,583.005 
-
0.800 
FN 1 2,785.715 
-
1.409 
Error 3 16· 31,622.564 1,976.41 
Total 32 830,985.16 
** Denotes significance at 99%. 



















3 . . 
The sum of squares for the error was obtained by pooling 
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3 . S un!'-n1 a ~ y of R ~~ e t1 l ts of St age 2 
On. the basis of the analysis of ·varlance for Stage 2. 
the following effecto v,e:re found to be a ignificant and will 
be used for StaQ'e 3. 
,_1 
1. Inverted Search •• 
C - Number of index terms in each basic record. 
E - Total Number of different index terms in the 
file. 
CE - Interaction between C and E. 
F - Number of basic record a in file. 
CF - Interaction between C and F. 
EF ·· Interaction lJetween E and F. 
G - Maximum number of call-up number• 1n 
inverted record • 
EG • lnte ractlon between E and G. 
. ,, ,, . 
• 
• • 
H - Directory and file on same (or different) pack(a). 
z. 
EH - Interaction between E and H. 
0 - Printout consists of full record or c.all-up 
number only. 
P - Number of elements in the inquiry. 
OP - Interaction between O and P. 
. . ~ - ~ ; 
Sequential Search I:. • :• I 
A ... Number of characters in the basic record. 
C .. Number of index terms per record. 
• 
,-, . 
D - Ma,dmum nu.mbe~ of characters per index term. 
CD - Interaction between C and D. 
.. 
F - Number of basic recorde in file. 
AF - Interaction between A and F. *'·i,:' "·,, 
N · - Number of basic records per block on disk . 
,· -. ' 
" -: .••• ·• ! ·. . ' 
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VIII. STAGE 3 - MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
In this stage of the e,r:periment, ml1ltiple regresrJion will be 
used to find the polynomial v1hlch has the least squared deviation 
from the e:,rperimentally obtained data o The variables in this 
polynomial will be those main and first order interaction effects 
found to be significant in Stage 2 for the inverted and sequential 
search techniques. The interaction between the file generation 
and inquiry factori, for the inverted search, which wa1 found to 
... 




A. Multiple Regre1~ion for Inverted Search 
As a result of Stages 1 and 2, we have determined the lnde-
. 
pendent variables that are significant. Stage 1 eatirnated which 
main effects were significant. 
The analysis of variance for Stage 2 gave an estimate of * 
which main and first order effects were independently significant. 
In addition, the -sub plot analysis of Stage 2 indicated that the XY 
interacti>nsbetween the file generation factors are independently 
• 
significant. 
We do not have an independent estin1ate of the significance of 
these main_ylot-sub plot· ( XY) interactions. This additional infor-
mation can be obt~lned in two ways. Either the split plot design 
m~st be abandoned and replaced by a completely randomized 
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factorial design encompassing all factors, or the multiple reg res-
s ion ana lv·s i a can be use cl to difJ er in'1ina te be t°'\veen V7hich of the ee .I 
XY inter a ctione are o lgnificnnt for the n1.ode l and vvl1ic h are not. 
The first alternative \VOltld be very costly and time (:ODJ3Un'1ing. 
The second alternati·ve causeo some reduction in the degrees of 
freedo1n for estimating error in the multiple regression analysis 
of variance, vvhicl1 implies son1e decrease in senaitivit'f vllien 
applying the F ratio test. However, there are 238 degrees of 
freedom for esti1nating error, A glance at the F tables reveals 
.. 
that the difference in F values between 238 and infinity is not very 
significant. Therefore, the second alternative will be followed.· 
That is, we will use multiple regression analysis ccnsidering, 
as independent variables, those main and first order effects fouiid 
to be significant (i.e. C, E, F, G, H, 0, P, CE, CF, EF, EG, 
• 
EH, OP) and, in addition, all of the XY interactions (i.e. OC, OE, 
OF, OG, OH,OCE,OCF,OEF, OEG, OEH, PC, PE, PF, PG, 
PH, PCE, PCF, PEF, PEG, PEH). · Stepwise multiple regression 
will be used. Variables will be introduced in the model in the 
order of thei:r: significance if they are at least 95% significant • 
. The analysis of variance for the multiple regression, Table 
VllI-1, indicates the significance of each independent variabl~ in 
the resultant mathematical model for retrieval time. The relative 
magnitudes of the F ratios indicate the relative significance of the 
independent variables in the model. 
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Where t is retrieval time in second• 
b 1 le the coefficient of x1 
x1 la the value of the "i "th independent v~rlable. 
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This model fits the 256 obaer·ved data poJnta \Vith a n1ultiple 
correlation coefficient of O ~ 92 522. 
Table VIH:-1 ANOVA f.or M'!Hi:ele.R.egr,esaion~If!.verte_d Search 
' . ' 
Source DOF Sum of Sguare a 
1' -.-:,,, - I rt - --_ ·.- _ t ___ ___ _ t - - _ 
OCF 1 1,372.35 
OEF 1 614.64 
OP 1 164.92 
PEG 1 119.98 
OE 1 110,94 
oc 1 . 102,98 
EG 1 102.15 
OCE 1 97.00 
CF 1 57.70 
OH 1 50.4Z 
E 1 43.41 
PE 1 35.98 
...... OEH l 34.81 
~. 
PCF l: 26.61 
OF l 15 .18 
~ 
13.60 G 1 
0 1 10.74 
Error 238 500.06 
Total 255 3,473.48 
** Denotes 99% confidence. 
* Denotes 95% confidence. 
:..-. '" 
. -.· ,-· 
' '- •. ' .. ·':' ', ... ,' 1. 
-42-
M~~n ,S,,guares F-Value 
=~ 
- 6 5 3. I 6,;:* 
-
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B. Multiple Regre1eion for Sequential S~arch 
AH a result of Stagea 1 and 2 1 v.:e ha·ve determ1ned the 
independent ·vatriables that are aignificant. 1'he sub plot analyses 
revealed that the )CY interaction v1as negligible. 
Therefore, tl1e multiple regression an.alyais will be appli~d 
ln a straightforward manner to tbeae significant independent 
variables. 
The analysis of variance for the multiple regreaalon, Table 
VIII-2, indicates the significance of each independent variable in the 
resultant mathematical model for retrieval time. The relative 
magnitudes of the F ratios indicate·the relative significance of tlie 
• independent variables in the model. 
. The mathematical model produced by the multiple regression 
la: 
.. 
Where t is retrieval time in 11econds 
• • 
b1 is coefficient of x1 
x1 is the value of the "i "th independent variable. • 
· The· values of the coefficients are presented below: 
.. 
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l bi xi 
0 20.97293 constant 
1 10.64587xl0 -4 A ~F' 
2 -2. 02172 CD 
3 -0.03381 F 
... 4 
-0.96944 N . 
'"' 
: ~:. i;; ; 
5 5.21572 C " ,,. 
6 5.24116 D 
This model fits the ob1erved data with a multiple correlation 
coefficient of 0. 972669. 
... 
Table VIU--2ANOV A For Multiple Regression - Sequential Search 
Source DOF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F-Value • 
• 
AF 1 655,282.34 
- 3,640.89** 
CD I 89,154.98 
- 495.36** 
F 1 25,420.01 .. 141.24** 
N 1 10,165.05 :.~.: 56.48** 
C 1 4,792.07 
- 26.63** 
D 1 1,582.26 
- 8. 79** 
Error 249 44,814.64 179.98 
Total 255 831,211.36 
** Denotes significance at 99%. ~. 
'( 
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IX. STAGE 4 - VERIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL 
A. General 
In order to verify the prediction formula• determined above, 
the following procedure was adopted. 
B. 
l. Five additional trla ls of the experiment were carried out . 
2. For each of the above trials, confidence llmit1 were 
computed for predicted values of time. The observed retrieval 
times were then compared with this confidence interval. 
Verification Trial Descrip~ion 
The verification trials may be described by levels used foi: the 
dependent variables in the formulas obtained by multiple regression. 
Once again, a randomly chosen seed was used for the random nutn• 
ber generator used for each trial. 
Inverted Search 
Trial FACTOR LEVELS Number C E· F G H 0 p 
1 9 90 1800 90 1 1 z 
z 8 80 1200 60 1 0 3 
3 9. 54. 1500 55 1 1 3 
4 6 54 1500 80 :0. 1 
--
·• &. 
5 7 63 1100 70 ·o·. 0 2 
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Trial FAC1~0R I-1E \Tl~ I-3 
Number A C D F N 
l 75 9 5 1800 2 
2 100 8 4 1200 8 
3 75 9 5 1500 2 
4 90 6 6 1500 10 
5 115 7 3 1100 10 
. . 
.;: 
·c. Confidence Limits for Verification Trials 
• • 
The predicted value obtained from multiple regression has a 
1 




:: f, -~ 
Where 
·c is the inverse matrix used when solving for the multiple 
T -1 regression coefficients (i.e. C = ·(X X) ) 
O' 
2
is the variance of the prediction, and is estimated by, s2 , 
the error mean square obtained in the multiple regression 
ANOVA . 
.!, is the array of values for the n independent variables which 
i correspond to the "i"th dependent value of the m sets of values 
used in the multiple regression analysis. 
That is 
.!.1 = [X01 , Xu, x21, .... , Xni] for i = 1, 2, •.. , m 
. 1 
Draper, N. R. and H. Smith, "Applied RegreSsion Analysts~ n 
.John Wiley and Sons, p. 56, N. Y. 1966 . 
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When using the formula obtained from multiple regression to 
predict a dependent variable for a new set of independent variables, 
z the variance on this prediction, " ne 
. 
2 2 tr = V (X ) + CT new -new • 
• 
The confidence limits on the prediction when using a new set 
of values for X is therefore 
-
Where t(a., N-Z) is the Student-t value of 2. 326 at a. = 95~ 
and N-2 = 254 degrees of freedom. 
D. Results of Verification Trials - Inverted Search Run Predicted Std. Deviation 95% Confidence Observed 
· Number Time of Prediction Interval Time 
I 10.267 4.017 0. 333~20 o ZOl 10.240 z 5.599 1. 435 0. 8 56--c-l O O 342 5.104 3 10.577 3.993 0. 697~20. 457 8.600 4 7.915 3.212 o.000~16.110 7.410 5 · 3 .• 469 1. 388 0 0 0 0 0-:-> 8 • 13 6 3 .170 
Since the observed time is in the 95% confidence interval in each case, there is no statistical reason to say .the prediction is unlikely. How-
.ever, it should be noted that the variance of the prediction increases 
outside of the experimental range. 
• 
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E. Results of Verification 1,,rials - Seouential Search 
Run Predicted Std. J)e vi(:1. t ion q ·- ref c:onfidcnce Observed ~) '''/ I , --- . 0 I 
Nun1ber Tir11e of Prediction Interval 1'imc 
I 83.763 24.026 19. 792~147. 734 76. 8 00 
2 98.276 9.836 59. 642-~136. 910 97.384 
3 70.653 21.118 12. 368-+128. 938 65.030 
4 94.380 18.356 41. 540~147. 220 92.020 
5 117.510 22.229 57. 156--..1 77. 864 108.770 
Since the observed time is in the 95% confidence interval in each 
case, there is no statistical reason to say the prediction is unlikely. 
However, it should be noted that the variance of the prediction in-
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It is difficult to r1nderstand tht· I.., i I, ,. r 1 ; { 1 ( . ; r-1 ,. f. 
,. _1 "' /' a . II, 1 ii!. ~ , ~ ~ • __ •. ·- • of an interaction, 
8 Uc h a s O E I;, , \Vi t h out n n rn e in tu i t i v r· 
c:on-
sequently, the interactions listed in the ANOVA for the multiple 
regression will be discussed below. 
A. Inverted Search 
The most significant interaction is OCF. In the multiple 
regression, the leve 1 of this interaction is evaluated by taking 
~ 
the product of the levels of O, C, and F ( i. e . OCF = 0 x C x F) . 
The product of C ( the number of index terms per basic 
record) and F ( the number of records in the basic file) ls the 
total number of entries in the inverted file. 
The O factor is 1 when the entire basic record is to be 
printed out in response to the inquiry and O otherwise. The 
product of O and CF represents the fact that a large inverted 
file combined with a large amount of printout significantly affects 
retrieval time. 
.. 
The next most significant interaction is OEF. EF is the 
product of E (the number of different index terms in the basic 
file ) and F ( the number of basic records in the basic file ) • This 
product may be interpreted as follows: Given a particular number 
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the r11, tr1e n1.1T1·1be r of re cords having any one pa rtic ula r index term 
will decreat;c~ a:-,1 I~: increases. ,..Ihat is, as E~_F~ increases, the 
n un1 be r of c a 11 - up nu n11J e rs in an y g 1 v (· n in v e r tc d f i l c re c or d ¥/ i 11 
decrease. 'I-' l ·· · c 1ere.1..or,~, shorter chains of in·verted file records 
must be n1o·ve d. Also, merging thee e s ho rte r inverted file re cords 
to satisfy the elements of a given inquiry results in fe,ver "}1!ts 0 • 
EF in itself is not significant. However, OEF signifies that the 
time reduction obtained as EF increases is highly accentuated 
when full printout is des ired. 
.. 
The next most significant interaction is OP, which is the 
interaction bet\veen O ( printout consists of full record or call-up 
number) and P ( the number of elements in the inquiry) • 
As the number of elements in the inquiry increases, there· 
are fewer records in the file which will satisfy all of the elements. 
Therefore, OP is a measure of the fact that less time ·is required 
to print out fewer records. 
The interaction PEG la the next most significant interaction. 
As G ( the maximu_m number of index terms is an inverted record) 
• 
increases for a fixed level of E ( the number of distinct index terms 
in the basic file) the amount of unused space in the last inverted 
record ( read in for each inquiry element) increases. EG there-
fore indicates that the use of fixed format records for the inverted 
file will cause unnecessary data transfer from disk to core. Pis 
. t,' . •'. 
' .,._ 
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the number of elen1ents in the inqu1ry, and eince the u_nn~cemsary· 
data mo,rement repreoented by EG occurs for each inqu!:t1 y- elen,ent, 
PEG is the total such waoteful rr1otlon. Interactions OE, OC, OH, 
and OF are all positive and reflect the fact that printing out the 
entire record ,vill increase retrieval time as any of the otht:!r 
factors ( E , C , H, F ) also inc re a a e s . 
Interactions OCE and OEH are measures of the decreased 
time required to process and print out responses to inquiries 
which involved merging relatively short lists. 
• 
Interaction PCF, which is negative, indicates that, for a 
given inverted file containing CF entries, the number of records 
satisfying all the elements in the inquiry decreases as the number 
of inquiry elements increases. These fewer responses require 
. ...,.. 
less time to process and output. 
B. Sequential Search 
The most significant factor affecting retrieval time for a 
sequential search is the AF interaction. The product of A ( the 
t 
number of characters per record) and F ( the number of r~cords 
I in the file) is AF ( the total number of characters in the file) . 
Since the sequential search involves moving all .pf every record 
from disk to core, it is <1uite reasonable to expe'ct that the total 
number of characters in the file is the most significant factor. 
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The next mo st a i g n if i cant int e r a, c ti on i s c: I) v: hi. c h i s the 
pro duet of C ( t11e nu11-ibe r of index te rrr1 s pc· r rr~ co rd) and r) ( the 
nu.n1.ber of characters per indeJc terr11) rT hi fl i. n te r tl C t i On i B a 
n1 ea sure of the n 1111'1 be r of ch a r act e r s that n-i us t b c tc s t e d v . .t hen 
checking each record sequentially for several key field values. 
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XI. CONCL lJSIONS 
A. The Formulas 
The following f ormulaa for retrieving recordo from files 
•tored on the disk packs of an IBM System OS/360 using inverted 
and sequential search techniques were determined and verified 
experimentally. 
1. Inverted Search Formula 
17 
t = b 0 + I:; b1X 1 i=l 





2 -0.0594Ix10 .. 3 
3 -4. 04291 
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l 
I 1 -0.13813 
12 0.03442 
1 3 -0.03961 
14 ... o. 01396x10 -2 
l 5 0. 3 90 8 3x~ 1 0 -2 













Syrpbol Factor Rang~ 
C Number of index terms in 
basic record (5tol0) 
E Number of different index 




F Number of records in basic 
... 
file (1000 to ZOOO) I ~-
G Max number of index term.s 
in inverted record ( 50 to 100) 
H Directories and prime areas 
on packs (Diff. = 0, Same= 1) 
0 Printout ( Call-up nbr = 0, Full= 1) 
P Nwnber of elements in inquiry ( 2 to 3) 
' . 
' 
' ',, ; ·. 
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t = retrieval time in se.conds. '"' ,,.,. 
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And 
i 
0 20.97293 constant term 
-4 l 10. 64587.x:10 A VF"' _, :.. . 
z -2.02172 C xD 
.. 
3 -0.03381 F 
4 -0.96944 N 
5 5,21572 C ).a,_, • 
,"!_)It, 6 5.24116 D • 
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Number of characters in 
basic record ( 75 to 120) 
Number of index terms in 
each record (5to10) 
Max number of characters 
per index term (3to6) 
. 
Number of basic records , 
in file ( 1000 to 2000) 
Number of basic records 
per block on disk (2to15) 
3. Example of Use of Formula 
. Consider an inverted file system with the following 
· characteristics: 
C = Num.be r of index terms in basic record =· 8. 
E = Number of different index terms in file = 80. 









H = Dir~ctories and prime areas on the same packs ( H = 1 ) . 
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For thiar data, for example: 
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To find retrieval time we compute the followin.g: 
i 1!1 
1 o. 031°23x10'-Z • 
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4 •• I, C'T 
t = 5 ~ 31158 + 0. 28 78 9 
t = 5. 59947 seconds 
This predicted time of 5. 59947 seconds compares well with 
the actual observed time of 5. 104 •econds, 
B. Inverted Versus Seg:u, .. e .. ntial Se~~ch 
• 








Number of significant independent variables 17 
Number of dependent variables ( retrieval time) 1 




·- Mean value of observations (sec.) 
Standard deviation of observations (sec.) 
Maximu.:m observed time 
Minimum observed time 
6. 551 112. 186 
3. 691 57. 093 
26. 024 231. 763 
Z • 51 3 2 9. 3 38 
The inverted sear.ch was superior to the sequential search 
throughout the entire range of all variables investigated in this 
work. 
Furthermore, close examination of the analysis of variance 
for the inverted search multiple regres$ion function reveals that 
.. 
the size of the basic file has no signific,rat effect upon retrieval 
· time for the inverted search. The .rrJ.ost significant factor affecting. 
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retrieval tirr1e ls t11e total nt1n1ber of entries in the iny~rteq 
file. Froxn these facts., one can conclude that the inverted file 
technique is partlcularly useful for files \Vith a large number of 
records with only a few number of index terms per record. 
c. 
In the course of car?:ying out this four stage expet"iment, 
•lxty-eight trials ( 32 for Stage 1 , 32 for Stage 2, 4 for Stage 4) 
were required. Each trial required, on the average, 15 minutes 
of time on the computer used ( an IBM System 360/Mod 50) . That 
is, 1 7 hours of computer time was required for trials. The 
analysis of this data required approximately 2 more hours of 
computer time. Debugging the computer programs required . 
• 
• 
approximately another 5 hours. The total computer time required 
was therefore 24 hours. At commercial rates of approximately 
· ·· 200 to 400 dollars an hour, this is 4800 to 9600 dollars! 
The results obtained in thi~ experiment apply only when the 
specified conditions are also met. In order to determine a more 
ge~eral model, a larger, more costly experiment must be con-
ducted. 
It appears then that only large user corporations,. large 
consulting firms, or large computer manufacturers could bear 
the cost of such ·large. scale experiments applied to one or more 
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bench marl'< prol)le111a. Ffowever, these aa111e concerns n1.igl1t 
have a great deal of intereat in carrying out juat such projects .. 
The general n1ethodology used in this l)aper ( including 
the PL/I computer program listed in the appendix) could be used 
to conduct a more limited experiment which would coat far less 
than the present experiment, or the larger, more general experi-
ment discussed above. A more limited experiment, yielding limited 
results, might prove to be of great utility to an engineer designing 
a particular information retrieval system, which might have a 
high rate of usage, or a long life over which the experiment 
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XII. RECO?\~ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Thia paper haa considered only retrieval time for inverted 
and aequential searches under •pecified inquiry and index term 
dl1tribution condition•. 
There are, therefore, aeveral avenue• for further •tudy 
related to this thesis, that is: 
1) Other search technique• can be studied; 
2) A broader sys tern scope could be taken (i.e. con aider 
file maintenance time, file building time, storage 
costs, etc. , as well as retrieval time; • 
3) Different assumptions can be made for the distribution 
of index terms among the basic file records and 
• 
:· ·: in qui rie s; 
. I' . 
4) Mixed e lernent types for the inquiries (i.e. elements 
containing other than the "=" relational operator) can 
be studied, and; 
. 
5) Any combination of recommendations 1 thru 4 could be 
a subject for further investigation. 
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•· Detail• of the Computing System 
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A. The Computer System Hardware ConfigJIIa~o!_! 
1'he co11:1puting system tu:1ed for this eJ::pe:rin1ent was the IBM 
System 360/MOD 50 at the Computing Center of tl1e V/entern Elec-
tric Company Engineering Research Center at Princeton, New 
Jersey. This system may-- be described as a diek pacl< oriented 
1ystem with card, magnetic tape, and paper tape input, and paper 
tape, magnetic tape, card, and higl1 speed printer output. For 
this experiment, the 2540 card reader was used as input for the 
inquiries, and the response for the inquiries was outputted on the 
1403 printer. The disk 11nits were used to store the computer 
programs and the files required for the experiment. 
The system had eight 2311 disk c).rives sharing one 2841 
\ 
\ 
storage control unit which provided a channel to the centr~l 
processor. 
Computing System Software 
,, 
The computer program used to generate and search the files 
for this experiment w·as written in PL/I Version 1 Release 1. As 
this release of PL/I did not yet have random access capability, 
disk accessing was accomplished by means of basic assembler 
language subroutines • 
The PL/I main program and the two assembly language· 
subroutines were compiled and stored on disk in a private library 
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-The executive routines were provided by the standard IBM 
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APPENDIX 2 
Alternative File Organization 























~lternative File Organization Techniques for Infor1nation Retrieval 
Syaten,.s 
Since the tin1.e involved in accessing a disk storage clevice ia 
much greater than core processing time, the effectivenenB of ~ny 
disk-file organization technique will be largely dependent on the 
following two critical condition•. 
A. 
( 1 ) If many re cords must be read from the file, it i• far 
faster if they are stored consecutively and can be 
read as a track or tracks, and 
# 
( 2) If records cannot be stored consecutively, then as few 
records as possible should be read (Ref. 18, pp. m-5) • 
• 
Primary-Key Technigue 
One way to organize a file to meet these two objectives is to 
sort the file sequentially on the most frequently requested key-
field, which we shall now define as the "primary-key" or "primary 
index term". For example, suppose a key-field used for depart-
ment number were the key-field ( or index term) most frequently 
mentioned in an inquiry against a particular file. Then all records 
in the file would be sorted and then stored in sequence based on 
department number. 
In turn, each group of records having the same department 
number could then be sorted on the basis of some other index term. 
' 
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It a hot1ld lJe noted that so r11e d ia Jc .... storage add re o Hing 
technJqucs require that each record be stored in sequence on a 
unique identifier.. This poaes no proble:n.1 for the prirnar)' key 
technique, since a tvlo segment Jc.ey can be used .. The first Seilment 0 
would be department ntunber for this exan-iple, and the second 
segment would be an index representing relative position of the 
record with respect to the first record having the same depart-
ment nwnber. See Figure 2-1 for an example of a series of 
records for department numbers 250 and Z51 using a two segment 
# 
·• 





























Figure 2-1 Illustrati9n of Records with Two-Segment Identifiers 
A directory containing primary key field-values ( depart-
ment num.bers in this example) and corresponding disk addresses 
• 
( actual or symbolic) of the first record having that field value must 
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If, upon receipt of an inquiryI a prlmary key fleld-"italue 18 
found to 'be in t}1e inqttiry, th.c directory iB aea.rcl1ed for the c1ial"'C 
address corresponding to the first record l1aving the given field-
value ( or inde::.c term) .. 
The first record is then read into a core buffer along v1lth 
the other records in the same block on the disk trac1c. Each 
record having the same first segment can then be examined in 
turn to see if it satisfies the remaining key field-values in the 
inquiry. Additional blocks may be brought into the core buffer 
area and processed until the last record having the given primary 
key field-value has been examined. Records satisfying all the . 
inquiry field-values are written out. • 
It should be noted that this method has met the two objectives 
stated above when the primary key is in the inquiry. That is, the 
disk is accessed only a relatively few timest and records, when 
read in, are read in consecutively. 
If an inquiry does not contain a primary key field-value, then 
the entire file must be searched. This is, of course, a disadvantage 





Chaining on Secondary Keys ( or Index Terms) 
1. Description 
It.is often the case that an inquiry may refer to keys 
other than the "prirhary .key'' on which the file is organized. 
. I 
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These other keys n1ay be den.oted as nBecon.dary J,eys rr. 
Anv,. e ff ic ien t n c he.· rr1c to retrieve a record on the baai H of 
secondary Jcey field-v .. aluea n·111nt consider the tvio restrictions 
imposed by the relatively· large dislt access and reading 
ti me S ,. rf hat i 8 , f Or any 8 C he n1e , 
( 1) If many records must be read from the file, it ii 
far faster if they are stored consecutively and can be 
• 
read as a track, and 
"' (2) If records cannot be atored consecutively, then a• few 
records as possible should be read 
• 
,, 
Since the file is not sequentially organized on secondary· keys, 
it is not possible to achieve efficienc\ in regard to the first re-
. ' 
striction when retrieving on a secondary key. To achieve efficiency 
by reading as few records as possible requires some sort of scheme 
for knowing which records in the file have a given secondary key 
field-value • 
One_ way of doing this is known as chaining on secondary keys. 
This method may be described as follows. In each record there is 
a field associated with each secondary key field called a chaining 
field. This field contains the address ( actual or symbolic) of the. 
previous record in the file having the same field-value for that 
secondary key field. See Figure 2-Z for an illustration of this 
technique. 
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Figure 2-2 Secondary Key Chaining 
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Figure Z-3 Secondary Key Chain Intersection 
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F o r e a c h o c c cn1 d zi :r y k e y f i e 1 d 'Val 11 e , th e re i B a ta tJ l c:, i n c o re 
s to r a g e ( o r H to r f: d o n ;1 r a n d o rr1 .;1 c c c~ s n d f:: 1l i c e ) \f./ h i c b co n ta i n s the 
address ( actual or syrr11)olic) of the la Ht record in t11e file :ind 
the total n11n1ber of records hav·ing that field-value. This is :kno\,vn 
as back\vard cl1aining. For'\vard cl1air1ing 1nay also be uaed . 
In Figure 2-2 there is ar1 exan1.ple of a file in which the records 
are organized by name ( the primary key) which have two secondary 
keys: age; and number of dependents. There is a table in core 
storage for each of the secondary keys indicating the prirr.ary key 
of the last record and the total number of records having that sec-
ondary key field value. In each record, associated with each 
• c ·•::s.•" i secondary key field, is a field indicating the primary key of the 
previous record having the same secondary key field value • 
Suppose now that we have a retrieval request asking for all. 
persons who are Z9 yea.rs old and have three dependents. We go to· 
the. two secondary key tables and note there are 3 records having 
age 29 and 2 records having 3 dependents. Since we want to re-
trieve as few records from the disk as possible, we will follow. 
the chain for 3 dependents which has only 2 records. -From the 
core table we see that VOX is the last record having 3 dependents. 
We then read the VOX record into core and check to see if he is 
29 years old. If he were, he. would satisfy the inquiry and his 
· ·Dame would be printed out. 
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Since \rox 18 zq :(f=Br'fl olrlr hin narT1e in prlnted out. 
then read the EROV{N 
record i11to core and check to see if he ire; 29 \rears old. I-!e is not ,· 
and so hi f3 n a rr1 e i s no t printed o tl t . rI~ he next add re a a fie l d in the 
BR0"\1V1\I record associated \Vith 3 dependents is found to be blank. 
This indicates the end of the cha.in and the end of the retrieval 
search for the inquiry. 
If both the primary key and several secondary keys are men-
tioned in an inquiry, it is usually faster to process the search by 
using the primary key since the. records having that primary key 
are ordered sequentially and can be read in as a track or tracks • ,, 
c. Multi-List ( SuJ?erfield Chaining l 
This technique is directly analogous to the secondary key 
chaining method. The difference between these two methods is 
that, in the multi- list method, two or more key-field values 
are concatenated to form a "superfield". These superfield-values 
are then chained. The purpose of this concatenation is to shorten 
the length of -the chains which must be followed on disk at the 
expense of building and _searching a larger table of superfield-
values in core • 
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A . File St r 11 c t11 re 
Let 2f. denote a complete file s tore d in a d i a k B to rage device . 
Since dislz storage addreoseB ~:re one-di1i-1ensional, consider X to 
be a one-dimensional array ( a vector) as illustrated in Figure I. 
The elements in this vector are records. There are N record a in 
the file. 
X = xl' Xz' .••.•••• ' xi t ••••••••• , XN 
Figure I A File Considered as a Vector With 
Records as Elements 
,,. 
-··· 
Let X. represent the "l"th record in the file. Each of ·the 1 
records may also be considered a one-dimensional vector as 
shown in Figure 2. The elements of the record vector are fields. 
There are n. fields in the "i"th record. 
1 
• • • .• • • • • t Zin 
i 
Figure Z A Record Considered as a Vector With · 
Fields as Elements 
Each field, in turn may be considered a one-dimensional 
array whose elements are taken from the set of the letters of the 
. alphabet, the ten digits from O to 9, and some specified set of 
special characters. There are mij characters in the "ij"th field. 
~· 
See Figure 3. 
., 
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Fig11re. 3 i\ 17.'ield Conr3iderc~d as a Vector '\Vi.th 
Chnractern aa Elements 
The entire file n-1ay also be con.f,idered as a one-dimensional 
array \vhose elements are fields or characters, although it is not 
convenient nor instructive to do so, since we are interested, pre-
sumably, in selecting certain records from the file on the basis 
of their contents. 
"' B. Fixed F.ormat, Fixed Length Record~ (FFFL) 
The nwnber of characters in a field may or may not be the. 
• • same as for other fields in the same record or for corresponding 
fields in other records. A very common file situation, however, 
is when corresponding fields in all records have the same number 
of characters, and all records have the same number of fields. 
This type of file is known as a file with fixed length, fixed format 
records. These records may be described as follows: (See 
Figure 3B). 
.. 
' .. ,; -'. 
. 
' ' 
1. Each record, . x., has ·n fields, that is 
. . 1 
.,. 
n=n i i = 1 , 2.:, 3 , . • . , N 
2. The "j"th field in the "i"th record, xij' 
. ' 
' 




•· as the ·"j"th field in all other records, ~~hat is·, 
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Ch a r a c te r i a ti c s of D i s k St: o r a R e Devi c e s 
--------~·-
- - ..... ~-~ ·¥,:·-~ ' 
-
A. Q_eneral_Qe~.r_i},tlo.~ 
1~ hf:~ I!~ y s i ca 1 a a :pe ct ~J-· of d i s k - s to r age d e vices are we 11 kn o ~rn . 
In a typical disl:~ ntorage unit there are n1any disks mounted on a 
co n1 n10 n s haft . E a ch_ dis le i a c oat e d \Vi th a mag n e ti c rn ate r i a 1. The 
shaft turns on the order of 200-400 revolutions per sec. There may 
be one reading head for each disk surface US"ed for storage, or there 
may only be one reading head for the entire unit. In the latter case. 
the reading head must move vertically from disk to disk as well as 
,. 
in and out across the surface of a given disk. There may be one or 
more of these units attached to a CPU using one or more individ)J.al 
·f; or shared channels. 
.. 
• 




Figure 4-1 Typical Disk ·storage Configuration 
. 'ti: 
;.f• •..• 
B. Factors Affecting Information· Retrieval 
There are two operating characteristics of disk storage de-
vices which are important to any record retrieval scheme. 
First of all, the time to position the reading head over a 
·particular disk track is much greater than core processing times . 
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The re f o r e , i t l 1_1 h l ;7 h l 'V' d r~ n i r .:-1 h l e to rr1 l n l r:r1 ! z e the n tl n·1 b e r o f t i n1 e s 
~ ~ ~ 
ScccJndly·t o:nce the hcz1d h;in been poAitionedf an <:::ntire trz1ck 
can bf: tr cJ n s f e r red to a c or c: 1) uf f e r a t a r e 1 a ti v e l v· hi g:r 11 tr an o f e r 
., L.. 
rate . 11 he re f o re , if r11 ore than one re c or d n'l 11 s t be ob ta in e d fro n1. 
. disk storage, it would be desirable to have the records stored 
sequentially on the sam~ disk track. 
. . 
Finding a Record on a Diak Device (Addressing} 
The problem of how a given record may be identi!iecl and· 
consequently retrieved is known as the "addressing problem". 
• 
There are several techniques for accomplishing this. They are . 
discussed below. The following discussion is based largely on 
James Martin's work (ref. 24). 
,_ 
1. Sequential Scanning 




specting each record in turn, until some identUier is recog-
nized. However, this is a very time consum.lng procedure. 
2. Di,rect Addressing -.,. 
... ~ ,~;lo .. 
...... ·~ , .. ' 
The easiest, and often the ~o•t economical way ,~o solve 
-~ . 
the addressing problem is ·to know the machine address ~~ the 
record in question. For example, in some banking applications 
the account nmnbers are the disk storage address of that 
. ,/. ~! 
account. 
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Hov,ever, direct addreBsing la often infcanihle. }""'or 
e,-can1p le ~ e:rn.ploye e n urr1r)e r !:J or :in 11/f'= n to ry J)a rt n ur:nbe r B a re • 
usually of significance on their ovvn and are not easily 
changed. 
3. A l_g,orithmic_ Add res aiDK 
It may be possil>le to organize a logical file so that the 
addresses within that file may be calculated from the refer-
~ce information. 
This method, however, may not be efficient .. in its use of 
.file ·space .. An airline, for example, may have 150 flight 
DUlllbers. The algorithm might use these and the date to 
•·calculate the file address. However, not every flight flies .. ,, 
. . 
• 1, on every day; hence some of the addresses generated will 
·r 
not contain a record. 
• 4. Table Look-up 
.. 
···"' A sorted table is often .used as an index to a random-.~ 
acc·e·ss file. It lists the reference number of .. it~ma. (record , . 
't keys) along with the addresses where they are stored. When 
this is done, the computer has to search through the table 
rather than searchi':t.hrough the file. A· considerable amount .. ~-':<-
of time may;.be saved, but space i~ needed to store the tab~e. 
There would not normally be one table for all the records 
·~ 
.~. in th~ files but rather prim~·;,y and secondary t,bles, or a 
:."'. 
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··, whole hierarchy of tablei. The primary table would give 
· the location of the ·'secondary table, and tbla would give 




~' . . . 
'': ,• ' :':' I 
5. Randomizing 
•• This is one of the most common method• of addre11lng. 
It locates the n1ajority of items b11t never all items with one 
file reference. Hence it is quicker than file scanning or 
table look-up. However, it does not give a high file density • 
Seventy to eighty per cent packing is a reasonable figure to 
aim at. 
The first step in this type of addressing is to convert 
the item's reference nwnber into a random num.ber that lies 
within the range of the file addresses where the record is 
to be located. 
• 
With this method of addressing ther.e is a probability 
that the correct record will not be found the first time. A 
., 
new reference will then have to be made to an overflow 
location. 
Also, the random address could refer to· a "pocket" of 
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A. Program Listings 
The following programs were used to obtain the experimental 
data. The program named Pl ie the main program which gc:ineratea 
a file and then proceaaea inquiries. This main program h writ-
ten in PL/I. 
There are two sub-_programs used for disk accessing written 
in System 360 Basic Assembler Language. The sub-program 
called LOADMBY was used to store records on disk, and SRCHMBY 
was used to retrieve records randomly from the disk •. 
B. E,g>erimental Data 
Before and after processing each inquiry, the PL/I main 
program accessed the CPU interval timer and displayed this 
information on the printer. These time indications formed the 
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/* TEST OF INVERTED FILE SYSTEM *I 
· P1:PROCEDURE OPTIONS(MAIN); DECLARE 1 INITA, 2 I1 BIT (16), 2 I2 BIT (16), 1 INITRu 2 I3 BIT ( 16) • 2 I4 BIT (16), (N1,N2,N3,N4) FIXED BINARY (16,0); 
/* READ IN PARAMETERS FOR FILE STRUCTURE*/ 
. ·., .· 
GET LIST (NBR_CHAR_IN_R_KEYQNBR_DIF_KEYVALUES.NBR_ACRS_IR_A_REC. NBR CHAR IN FILLERu NAP,NRP 0 N~I,NRI,NBLKR,NBLKA, - - -NBR_CHAR_IN_A_KEYuNBR_R_RECuNVA.R,NITR,N1,N2,N3,N4,NSEED); NCIT=NBR CHAR IN A KEY; 
- -- ----NCR=1BfNBR_CHAR_IN_FILLERtNBR_CHAR_IN_R_KEYtNITR•NCIT; I1=N1; I2=N2; I3=N3; I4=NU; 
• /* WRITE OUT DESCRIPTION OF THIS RUN */ 
.. 
PUT PAGE LINE {5) EDIT ( 8 TES1' PROGRAM FOR CR.EATJ:RG AND SEARCHING AN', 'INVERTED FILE STRUCTURE•) (A(43) 6 A(24)); PUT SKIP(2) LIST ( 0 .1\ ~1ASTER 0 0 S THESIS PROJECT BY MORRIS YAGUDl\ 9 ); PUT SKIP LIST ( 0 JUNEu1967 9 ); PUT SKIP(3) LIST{ 0 THIS RUN ~~ILL HAVE THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS'); PUT EDIT ( 0 BASIC RECORD FILE 0 u 
'NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN CALL-UP NUt-iBER= 8 ,NBR CHAR ll~ R KEY, 
- -- ..... ...... 
1 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN RECORD= 9 u NCR" 1 TOTA.L NUJ:v1BER OF RECORDS IN FILE-= e u NBR_R_REC, 
'NUMBER OF INDEX TERMS IN EACH RECORD= 0 0 NITR, 'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN EACH INDEX TERM',NCIT, • 1 NUMBER OF DISTINCT INDEX TERMS IN FILE= 0 0 NBR_DIF_KEYVALUES) ( SKI p ( 2) Lt' A 11 SKI p u 6 ( X ( 5) 6' A ( 6 0) EP F ( 6 0 0) u SK Ip) ) ; PUT EDIT (OINVERTED (ASPECT) FILE 0 e 
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'INDEX FOR BASIC FILE STORED ON UNIT',NRI, 
'INDEX FOR INVERTED FILE STORED ON UNIT' rNAI, 'PRIME AREA FOR BASIC FILE STORED ON UNIT',,NRP, 1 PRIME ARE~l\ FOR INVERT ED FILE STORED Ot~ UNIT 1 , NAP• 'NUMBER OF I/0 BUFFERS FOR BASIC FILE 8 g N3u 
'NUMBER OF I/0 BUFFERS FOR INVERTED FILEv, N1, 
... 
1 NUMBER OF BASIC FILE RECORDS PER BLOC!{ (_;:N DISK=', NBLKR, 'NUMBER OF INVERTED FILE RECORDS PER BLOC1{ ON DISK=•, NBLKA) (SKIP·(2) ,A,SKIP, 8 · (X (5) uA (60), F (6u 0) u SKIP}); 
/* ENTER P2 BLOCK WHICH WILL DYNAMICAI,LY ALLOCATE STORAGE ACCt)RDING TO THE PARAMETERS READ IN ABOVE */ 
P2:BEGIN; 
DECLARE SEQFILE FILE; DECLARE (BLANK_CHECK,SEARCH_KEY) CHµ (NBR_CIIA.R_IR_R_KEY), (IX,IY) FIXED BINARY (31,0), SRCHKEY CHAR (NBR_CHAR_IN_A_KEY}; DECLARE RCOUNT PICTURE 9 99999 1 , ITFIL CHAR (NCIT-118), RKEY(NITR) PICTURE 0 999 8 uACOUNT PICTURE 1 999 1 , KEYFLD (N ITR) " 
IKEY(NITR) PICTURE 8 999°, (OPNAR 0 CLSARuPUTAuPUTRuGETA,GETR) CHAR(1), AD (NBR_DIF_KEYVALUESuNBR_ADRS_IN_A_REC) CHAR (NBR_CHAR_IN_R_KEY), LAST (NBR_DIF_KEYVALUES) FIXED BINARY (9,0), 1 ADRS_RECv 2 DELCD Cfffi.R ( 1) fl 2 ADRS_ IDENT CHAR (NBR_CHA.R_I?l_A_I{EY) , 2 PREV_ADRS_REC CHAR (NBR_CHAR_IN_A_KEY) 0 2 ADRS (NBR_ADRS_IN_A_REC) CHAR (NBR_CHAR_IN_R_KEY) u T1 (NBR_DIF_KEYVALUES) CHAR (NBR_CHAR_IN_R_KEY) u 1 DISK_REC 0 2 DELCO CHAR (1), 2 DISK_IDBJ.:IT CHAR (NBR_CH.tlR_IN_R_KEY) • 2 RI'f ~NITR) CHAR (NCIT) , 2 RFIL (NBR_CHAR_IN_FILLER) CHAR (1) ; 
/* INITIALIZE WORK AREAS*/ 
ITFIL='0000000000 1 ; 
RFIL='t 1 ; • 
• • 
:,r, 
' . i . 
,. f(· :_ ,, 
' . "" - . ·• ·, , 
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OPNAR= 1 3 1 ; CLSAR= 1 4 1 ; PUTA= 1 1'; PUTR= 1 2 1 ; GETA='1 1 ; GETR= 1 2 1 ; BLANK_CHECK=• •; T1=BLANK_CHECK; DISK RECoDELCD=' •· - . IX=NSEED; 
AD=BLANK_CHECK; LAST=OB; ACOUNT=1; 
RCOUt'1T= 1 ; 
CALL LQADMBY (OPNAR); OPEN FILE (SEQFILE) OUTPUT; 
/* GENERATE RECORDS, ASSIGNING KEYS RANDOMLY AMONG RECORDS•/ 
GEN_RCDS: ·oo I=OB TO NBR_R_REc-1; KEY_GEN: DO J=1B TO NITR; CALL RANGEN (IX,IYuYFL); IX=IY; 





~· ,;, ... ,("'J!'._; . ;i> : ·:. . •i;._ ;, 
/* ENTER DISK !DENT IN APPROPRIATE INVERTED FILE RECORDS*/ -
LOOP1: DO J:1B TO NITR; CALL ADDADRS; END LOOP1; ADDADRS~PROCEDURE; 
K2=RKEY (J) ; 
LAST(K2)=LAST(K2)t1B; K1=LAST(K2); 
, AD(K2,K1)=DISK_IDENT; IF LAST (K2)=NBR_~DRS_IN_A_REC TREN B1:BEGIN;LAST(K2)=0B; ADRS_IDENT=ACOUNT; A.DRS=AD(K2t1~t) ;PREV_ADRS_REC=T1 (K2); ACOUNT=ACOUNTf1B; AD(K2,*)=BLANK_CHECK; T1(K2)=ADRS_1DENT; CALL LOADl'-1.BY (PUTA,ADRS_REC); END B1; 
END ADDADRS; 








. . . 
- - ~-, .. t - ~. . , 









-.-~- -~ ,":» ....... :... --···~ .. -'~""""····-~'r·-~ .. ;-· :.... . 
/* WRITE BA..qic RECORD ON DISK*/ 
CALL LOADMBY (PUTR 0 DISK_REC); 
. •.;_·· 
PUT FILE (SEQFILE) EDIT (DISK_REC) (A(1).A(NBR_CBAR_IN_R_KEY) ,(NITR) A(NCIT) ,(NBR_CHAR_IN_FILLER) A(1)); END GEN RCDS; 
-
/* WRITE INVERTED FILE RECORDS FROM WORKING STORAGE */ 
WRITE_RCDS: DO I=1B TO NBR_DIF_KEYVALUES; IF AD (I·0 1) =BLANK_CHECK THEN GO TO EX 1; ADRS_IDENT=ACOUNT;ADRS=AD(I,*) ;PREV_AD&S_REC=T1(I);ACOUNT=AC0UNTt1B; CALL LOADMBY (PUTAuADRS_REC); T1(I)=ADRS_IDENT; EX1:END WRITE_RCDS; CLOSE FILE (SEQFILE); 
CAI,L LOADMBY (CLSAR) ; 
/* BEGIN INVERTED FILE SEARCH */ 
CALL SRCHMBY (OPNAR,INITA,INITR); LIMIT=NBR_ADRS_IN_A_REC t1B; 
·, 
•. ,_"1 t ~- .. 




/* REPEAT THIS SECTION OF THE SEARCH PROGRAM FOUR TIMES, ONCE FOR EACH COMBINATION OF THE TWO OUT~UT FORMATS AND THE TWO CHOICES FOR THE NUMBER OF INDEX TERMS IN EACH lliQUIRY */ 
REPEAT SECT.ION: DO KK=1B TO 100B; 
-PUT PAGE LIST ( 1 BEGIN TIMING INVERTED SEARCH: T:IMER=• • TI:ME) ; 
/* ACCEPT INQUIRY AND PRINT IT OUT*/ 











) ) (SKIP ( 2) , A ( 11) , F ( 5" 0) ,A ( 2 3) , (KEY_CHECK) (A ( 1 'I) • F ( l, 0) , A ( 1) , A (NCIT-t-1 B) ) ) ; 
PUT EDIT ( 1 TIMER= 1 , TIME) (SKIP, 2 A ( 9)) i PUT EDIT ( 0 TfIESE RECORDS ARE') (SKIP,A(18)); 
/* CLEAR WORKING STORAGE AREAS*/ 
CLEAR_WS: DO J=1B TO NBR_DIF_KEYVALUES; AD(J.•)•BLARK_CII.BCK;END CLEAR_ws; K=1; 
/* GET AND LOAD APPROPRIATE INVERTED FILE RECDRDS IN SF.ARCH AREA ., MAX NBR=KEY CHECK· 
-
- . SRCH1 : DO I= 1 B TO MAX_NBR; KDUM= IKEY (I) ; SRCHKEY•T1 (ltDUNJ ; IF SRCHKEY=BLANK CHECK THEN GO TO START; -GET_ADRS_REC: CALL SRCHMBY (GETA,SRCHKEY u ADRS_REC); AD(K 0 :D:)=ADRS; 
J:F PREV ADRS REC=BI,ANK CHECK THEN B2: BEGIN; - - -IF K>10110B THEN GO TO MERGE LISTS; 
-K11-=K; K=10111B; GO TO EX2; END B2; SRCHKEY=PREV ADRS REC; 
- -K=K+1B; GO TO GET_ADRS_REC; 
/* MERGE LISTS FOR THE TWO KEY VALUES BEING MATCHED•/ 
MERGE_LISTS:IEMP2=101101B; K44=1B; K22=K; IEMP1=1B; KJ3z1B; M1: IF AD(K22uK44)=BLANK_CHECK THEN GO TO START1; IF AD(K11e,K33)=BLANK_CHECK THEN GO TO START1; IF AD (K11 0 K33) = AD (K22 wK44) THEN GO TO f-'12; IF AD(K11 0 K33) <AD(K22 11 K44) TH&~ B4:'BEGIN; K33=Kllf1B; GO TO M3; END B4; K44=K44t1B; GO TO M4: 
/* AT END OF SEARCH, RETRIEVE RESPONSES TO INQUIRY*/ 



















(AD(K11,K33)) (A(15)); ELSE B5: BEGIN; SEARCH_KEY=AD(K11,K33); CALL SRCHM3Y (GETR,SEARCH_KEY,DISK_REC); PUT EDI·r (DISK_REC) (SKIP, A ( 1) , A (NBR_CHAR_IN_R_KEY) , (NITR) A (NCIT), (NBR_CHAR_IN_FILLER) A(1)); K44=K44t1B;K33=K33t1B; GO TO M4; END BS; 
/* LOAD INTERSECTION OF LISTS INTO TEMPORARY STORAGE•/ 
MS: AD(IE1"1P2,IEMP1)=AD(K11,K33); IEMP1=IEMP1t1B; K44=K44t1B; K33=K33t1B; 
IF IEMP1 ,= LIMIT THEt-1 GO TO M4; IEMP2=IEMP2t1B; IEMP1=1; M4: IF K44~=LLMIT THEN GO TO M3; K22=K22-1B; K44=1B; IF K22=10110B THEN GO TO START1; M3: IF K33 ~=LIMIT THEN GO TO M1; K11=K11-1B; K33=1B~ IF K11 =OB THEN GO TO START1; GO TO M1; START1: K11=1B; IF KEY_CHECK<3 THEN GO TO START; IEMP1=18; 
/* CLEAR SEARCH WORKING STORAGE AREA*/ 
CLEAR IT: IX) J=1B TO 1011008; 
-AD(J 0 *)=BLANK_CHECK; END CLEAR_IT; K11=1B· . 9 
/ * LOAD TEMPORARY STORAGE INTO SEARCH AREA • / 
LOAD_TEMP: IF AD(IEMP2,01)=BLANK_CHECK THEN GO TO T2; l\. D ( K 1 1 , * ) =AD { IE:.~ P 2 , * ) ; 
T2: IEMP2=IEMP2-1B; IF IEMP2=101100B THEN GO TO CLEAR TEMP; 
-
K11=K11t1B; GO TO LOAD_TEMP; 
/* CLEAR TEMPORARY STORAGE AREA */ 
.. CLEA.R_TEMP: DO J=101101B TO 110010B; AD(J,•).=BLANK_CBECK; END CLEAR TEMP; 
-T3: KEY CHECK=KEY CHECK-1B; K=10i11B; -















GO TO START; 
/* AFTER LAST INQUIRY, WRITE OUT THE TIME•/ 
EXIT_RTN:PUT SKIP LIST (' END INVERTED SEARCH: 
/* BEGIN SEQUENTIAL SEARCH·*/ 
TIMER===• • TDIB) ; 
PUT PAGE LIST ( 9 BEGIN SEQUENTIAL SEARCH: TXMER=•, TIM.Q; 
/* ACCEPT INQUIRY AND PRINr IT OUT*/ 
STARTSEQ: GET LIST(INBR,KEY_CHECK); GET LIST ( (KEYFLD (J) , IKEY (J) DO J= 1 B TO KEY ..... CHECX) ) ; IF IKEY(1)=999 THEN GO TO EXIT_RTN2; PUT EDIT ( 0 INQUIRY NBR 0 u INBRu O ASKS FOR RECORDS WITH 1 , ('KEY FIELD NBR 0 uKEYFLD(J}u 0 = 0 u ITFILIIIKEY(J) DO J=1B TO XEY_CHECJt ) ) ( SKI JP ( 2 ) o A ( 11 ) 0 F ( 5 , 0 ) 11 A ( 2 3 ) " ( I< EY _CHECK) ( A ( 1 £i ) , F ( 3 , 0 ) , A ( 1 ) , A(NC.ITt1BD)D o 
PUT EDIT ('TIMER= •.TIME) (SKIP,2 A(9)); PUT EDIT( 1 THESE RECORDS ARE 1 ) (SKIP~A(18)); 
/* RETRIEVE AND CHECK EACH RECORD IN FILE IN SEQUENCE •/ 
SRCH2: DO I=1B TO NBR_R_REC; GET FILE (SEQFILE) EDIT (DISX_REC) (A{1) 0 A(NBR_CHAR_IN_R_KEY) ,(NITR) A(NCIT), (NBR_CHAR_IN_FI.LLER) A ( 1) ) ; 
CHECK_LOOP: IX> J=1B TO KEY_CHECK; IF IKEY(J)~=RIT(KEYFLD(J)) THEN GO TO SEQ EX; END CHECK LO·OP; 
-
-IF (KK=1B) ~ (KK=11B) THEN PUT EDIT(DISK_IDENT) (A(15)); ELSE 
, PUT EDIT(DISK_REC) (SKIP,A(1),A(NBR_CHA.R_IN_R_KEY),(NITR) A(NCXT)• (NBR_CHAR_IN_FILLER} A(1)); SEQ_EX: END SRCH2; CLOSE FILE (SEQFILE); 
GO TO STARTSEQ; 
EXIT_RTN2: PUT SKIP LIST (' END SEQUENTIAL SEARCH: TINER=• ,Tl.llB); 





END REPEAT SECTION; 
-CAI,I, SRCHMBY (CLSAR) ; 
/* RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR PROCEDURE*/ 
(NOFIXEDOVERFLOW) :RANGEN:PROCEDURE (IX,IY,YFL); 
IY=IX*10000000000000011B; 
IF IY<OB THEN IY=IYf1111111111111111111111111111111Bt1B; 


















LOADMBY START 0 
ENTRY LOADIS 
LOADIS SAVE (14,12) 
BALR 8,0 
USING * 11 8,9,10 
LOAD L 9 0 =A(LOADt4096) L 10,=A(LOADtB192) ST 13uSAV~BLKf4 
LA 13 0 SAVEBLK 
L 2,0 (1) 
L 3,0(2) 




CL I O ( 3 ) u X ° F 3 • 
BC 8uOPNAR 
CLI O (3) uX'F4 1 
BC BuCLSAR 
·wTO ; NO BRANCH 1 
BC 15uRETURN 
RETURN L 13 0 SAVEBLKf4 




BC 15 0 RETURN 
OPNAR OPEN (RFILE, (OUTPUT)) OPEN (AFILEu(OUl'PUT)) BC 15,RETURN 
PUTA L 4 0 4 ( 1) 
L 0,0(4) 
















PUTR L 4, 4 ( 1) · 
L 0,0(4) 
PUT RFILE, (0) 
BCR BC 15uRETURN 
USING IHADCB,5 
ERRORA LA 5,AFILE 
B ERROR 
ERRORR LA 5,RFILE 
. B ERROR 
ERROR TM DCBEXCD2.X 1 E0 1 
BC 8,SOME1 
TM DCBEXCD2,X 1 C0 1 
BC 8 0 E2 
TM DCBEXCD2,X 1 80' 
BC 8 11 E1 
WTO 0 SEQ CHK' 
B S0ME1 
S0ME1 TM DCBEXCD1,X 1 24 1 
BC·8 0 RETURN 
TM DCBEXCD1, X 1 20 1 
BC Bu ES 
WTO O NO SPACE' 
B RETURN 
E2 WTO 9 CL0SE ERROR' 
B S0ME1 
E1 wro 1 DUP RCD 1 
B S0ME1 
ES WTO 8 UNCOR ERROR' 
B CLSAR 
AFILE DCB DSORG=IS,MACRF=(PM),DDNAME=AFILE,OPTCO=MY,RECFMzFB,RKP•1, NTM=40,CYLOFL=1,BFALN-F,SYNAD=ERRORA RFILE DCB DSORG=IS,MACRF=(PM) ,DDNAME=RFILE,OPTCD=MY,RECFM=FB,RXP::1, NTM=40,CYLOFL=1,BFALN=F,SYNAD=ERRORR DS OD 

























SRCHMBY START 0 
ENTRY SRCHOS 
SRCHDS SAVE (14,12) BALR 8 11 0 
USING *,8,,9,10 




L 3,0 (2) 
CLI O ( 3) , X I F1' 
BC 8,GETA 
CLI O (3) ,X' F2' 
ac·sgGETR 
. CLI O (3) gX 1 F3 • 
BC 8uOPNAR 
CLI 0(3) 11 X'F4' 
BC 8,,CLSAR 
WTO O NO BRANCH' 
BC 15 0 RETURN 
GETA LM 5 0 6#4(1) 
L Oo0{5) 
SETL AFILE,K, (0) 
L 0,0(6) 
GET AFILE 0 (0) 
ESETL AFILE 
BC 15(/RETURN 
GETR LM 5 0 6,4(1) 
L 0,0{5) 
SETL RFILE,K, (0) 
L 0,0(6) 
















GETPOOL RFILE, (0) 
OPEN (AFILE, (INPUT)) 
OPEN (RFILEu (INPUT)) 
BC 15uRETURN 
CLSAR CLOSE (AFILE) 
CLOSE {RFILE) 
BC 15uRETURN 
RETURN L 13uSAVEBLKf4 
RETURN ( 1 4 , 1 2 ) . 
USING IHADCB,5 
ERRORR LA 5,RFILE 
B ERROR 
ERRORA LA 5,AFILE 
B ERROR 
ERROR TM DCBEXCD1,X 1 9B 1 
BC 8,,S0ME1 
B S0ME2 • 
S0ME1 TM DCBEXCui.X 1 9A 1 
BC 8,,E7 
TM DCBEXCD1,X 1 98• 
BC 8,E6 




WTO II LL NOT FD 1 
B S0ME2 
E3 WTO 1 INVAL RQST 1 
B S0ME2 



















E7 WTO 'OUT NT RCHD 1 
B S0ME2 
E4 WTO 'UNCOR ERROR• 
B S0ME2 
S0ME2 TM DCBEXCD2,X 1 30• 
BC B"RETURN 
TM DCBEXCD2,X 1 10• 
BC 1 11 RETURN 
WTO 'CLOSE ERROR• ~ 
B CLSAR 
AFILE DCB DSORG=IS,MACRF=(GM,SK),DDNAME=AFILE,BFALN=F, 
EODAD=RETURN,SYNAD=ERRORA 
RFILE DCB DSORG=IS,MACRF=(GM,SK),DDNAME=RFILE,BFALN=F, 
OS OD EODAD=RETURN,SYNAD=ERRORR 
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DATA FOR STAGE l INVERTED SEARCH 
TREATMENT OF INQUIRY FACTORS O ANO P (HORIZONTAL) 
TREATMENT OF FlLE GENERATION FACTORS ATON (VERTICAL) 
p OP ( 1 ) 
C l ) 3.74 4.os 2.1a 
3e39 3e42 le86 
.ABCOEFGHJKLMN 6el6 6e29 4e l0 
6e55 6e59 4e49 ADJMN 1.os 8.49 3.93 
6e78 a.10 3.64 BCEFGHKL 7,39 7e73 4e8l 
): 7125 1.13 4189 CDFGHN 6e92 6e89 4e55 
6e85 6e83 4156 ABEJKLM 6196 a.oo 4.22 
1.03 1.2s 4e3S 
ACFGH-JM 4183 5146 3106 
4194 s.25 3e23 BDEKLN 6e78 6.ao 4a48 
0.43 6194 4e49 FGJKLN 10.as 17e68 6e6S 
I 10.22 17.43 6e39 ABCDEHM 5eS7 5157 3.79 
5a86 6.23 3e8l AOFGKLM 5175 6e07 3e3S 
5e66 6e47 3.38 BCEH.JN 6e62 1. 03. 4136 
6el4 6a69 3e98 CDH-JKL 3eS9 3eS8 2.19 
3e56 3e56 2.00 ABEFGMN - 7el4 1.1a 4e68 

































ACHKLMN 6.64 1.43 3e81 10.48 _; ~--·, -'~' 6e82 8a34 3e82 11.73 
; -:.: ·• ~ 
·. ' 
i-<. ~-- J BDEFGJ 3e87 3e82 2.56 2.84 3.91 3.89 2 • :> 9 3al9 + EGH-JKM 6e57 8e90 4ell 11.22 6e46 10.26 4e l4 19.73 ABCDFLN 9e36 10.86 6e39 10.10 8e97 8&97 5.92 10,32 ADEGHKN 5e86 6•52 3e39 6e76 5e54 5.51 3.06 Sall BCFJLM 7e35 7a26 4.74 6e42 1.02 1.02 4e59 Se66 COEFJKMN 6e82 7e90 3.78 a.sa 6e42 7e62 3e46 8e1S ABGHL 4e03 4e04 2.s1 2189 4ell 4el4 2e8l 3a38 ·- ACEFK 4e04 4el0 2e52 2,9S UI 4el2 4e20 2.a2 3e46 
... 
I 
..... BDGHJLMN 6e87 7e43 3e99 4186 
~ 
6e52 1.19 3e63 s.10 EFHLMN 7.41 7e44 4e55 4e8't-7e34 1.21 4.60 4e94 ABCDGJK 8el4 lle64 5.37 20.ao 
a.01 11.68 5.08 19.1; ADEFHJL 2.24 s.11 2.23 5.73 2e43 4e82 2e46 4e6:» BCGKMN 5e78 7.47 3.52 11.31 6e04 a.12 3e66 13.24 CDEGLM 4e87 4e89 3el7 4e33 4e63 4e86 3.20 s.11 ABFH.JKN 5e44 s.12 3.01 s.92 
' 5e69 5.95 2.97 5e83 ACEGJLN 8e60 8e93 5.73 8e6l a.15 9.42 5e93 11.63 BOFHKM 8eS5 11.48 s.03 26.02 8e40 l3ell s.01 24e50 
'· 
-- '·::'II': .. 
·-
:, ,/ 
DATA FOR STAGE 1 SEQUENTIAL SEARCH 
..... 
TRE,\TMENT OF INQUIRY FACTORS 0 AND p <HORIZONTAL> TREATMENT OF FILE GENERATION FACTORS A TO N (VERTICAL) 
•'f 
p OP 
' l ) 0 ~ ~j 
C 1 > 77,54 77.65 77.48 77.97 77,54 77.48 77.53 78,3~ ABCOEFGHJKLMN 228.64 228.82 228.58 230.59 22a.12 226.63 228.64 230el3 ADJMN 54el4 54e4l S3e97 56el6 53.95 54041 54.03 56sl8 BCEFGHKL 214e95 2l5sl6. 
,1s.01 2l5e50 215e05 215e23 
,15.00 2l5e52 CDFGHN 99e91 99097 99.98 100,32 U1 100.00 99099 99.91 100.32 
I 
..... ABEJKLM 104.00 104@l8 103.53 l04e86 
00 
104el0 104el3 103.52 l04e86 \ ACFGHJM 77,88 76009 77.92 78.32 77.98 77e9B 77.91 79.07 BOEKLN 77,48 77.45 77.49 77.67 77.50 77 .61 77.51 11.ao FGJKLN 228e69 230.78 228.76 236•5S 228.75 230.89 ,2a.a3 235.66 ABCOEHM 53.86 53.93 53.93 54e33 53.97 54.04 53e98 54.5~ AOFGKLM 2l5el0 215,.24 215ell 216e2l ; 215.27 215 • 5 7~ 215e26 196.22 
"- i 
i 
















99e82 99.93 99e84 100.as 
. fi 
7~ 




J 103.64 . 103.55 103.42 l04a00 
·~ 
I 




ACHKLMN 77a9l 78.25 77.90 80.35 77.91 78.58 77.96 81.02 BDEFGJ 66.23 66el9 66el9 66.32 66e2l 66e3l 66e25 66e6S :, r EGHJKM 101.43 102.22 10le45 105.0l 101.57 102.62 101056 98.02 • • ABCDFLN l04e92 105.13 l04e99 105.81 ~. l04e96 104.97 104087 106.13 AOEGHKN l07e04 107,31 l07e06 10Be03 101.00 107.03 106a98 101.a1 BCFJLM 29.50 29.45 29.42 29a42 29.40 29.33 i9e33 29.30 CDEFJKMN 193e85 194.24 193a86 l95e68 
:1 193e79 194.25 193e74 195.82 I ABGHL 47.29 47.27 47.31 47a32 47.32 47.32 47.32 '+7a62 U1 ACEFK 94.59 94.59 94.64 94.64 I 94e64 . 94e65 94e66 95e22 
..... 
l3le07 l3lel8 130e97 131,00 '° 
BDGH~LMN 
l3le02 131.08 l30e8b 131.06 EFHLMN 100e95 100.95 100.95 101.03 100097 100.97 l00e98 101.oa ABCDGJK 105059 l06a54 l05e55 109e65 105.60 106.48 105 046 l09e3l ADEFHJL 107.30 108.43 l07ol2 108.48 101.22 1os.oo l07el5 1oa.2s BCGKMN 29.97 30al8 29.90 30.80 30e07 30.28 29097 31,35 
• 
COEGLM 193.43 193.45 193.34 193.74 .. 193.43 193eS7 193047 194,31 "' ABFHJKN 49e08 49.17 49e07 49.57 49e07 49el4 49e09 49.60 ACEGJLN 132.45 132.58 132e45 l3i,05 132.49 1.32 • 56 l32e42 l3le24 BDFHKM 58.73 58,99 58.68 60.14 5Se58 58.85 58,46 60e3~ 
----- . 
-~ 
. DATA FOR STAGE 2 INVERTED SEARCH 
.:·. 
TREATMENT OF INQUIRY FACTORS 0 AND P TREATMENT OF FILE GENERATION FACTORS 
.• ~ 
p OP 
( l , 3e59 3.58 
3eS6 3e56 C 4e99 6.39 
s.21 6al2 E 4e03 4e04 
4ell 4el4 CE 4e53 s.11 
4e30 4e26 F 4e96 S.67 \J1 ·-
4a74 s.1e I N CF 8al4 llo64 0 
a.01 11.68 EF 4a87 s.13 
4.75 6e88 CEF 6el6 6e29 
6a55 6.59 G 5al7 Se04 
5al2 Sa6l CG 1.os Sa49 
6a78 a.10 EG 6a68 6e63 
.. 6eS8 6e54 CEG 1.35 7a26 
1.02 1.02 FG 6a82 7a90 
6a42 7e62 CFG 8e6l 10.33 
8a47 10.51 
(HORIZONTAL> 
A TON (VERTICAL) 





































































































































































































































DATA FOR STAGE 2 SEQUENTIAL SEARCH 
·-
~ TREATMENT OF INQUIRY FACTORS 0 AND P (HORIZONTAL) TREATMENT OF FILE GENERATION FACTORS A TON (VERTICALI ,. 
p OP ( l ) 0 
' 
:·- C 1 I 77e48 77e45 77.53 77e67 
., 
77.55 77.61 77.56 77.86 A 107.09 10 7 • 3 l 107.18 108.03 101.11 107.03 107.13 107.81 C 65.43 6~064 65.24 67.64 
I 65e3l 65a7l 65.25 67a6S \I AC ll4e36 1151124 ll4a30 ll8e49 114e32 ll5e45 ll4e33 11Ba68 I • 
.u, 
. I D 64.59 b4e60 64.50 65,04 N N 64eS1 64e44 64e46 65036 AO 102e40 102.ss 102.15 l03e24 102.40 102.45 102.13 103.35 CD 29e60 29.45 29.50 29e50 29.57 29.3a 29.49 29.55 ACD 78e00 78.09 78.0l 78a32 77.95 77.98 77.99 79.07 F 151.92 1s2.10 151.91 152067 15le96 152.08 151.85 ,,-- 153e57 AF 231.76 231086 231.59 I 233el7 -': 23lell 23le33 23le03 232,66 :Ii CF l06el3 106054 
' 
l06el4 109.65 105.66 106e48 105.62 l09o3l ACF 228.80 228.82 228.57 230.59 228.71 228063 228.65 230al3 OF l04el4 l04el8 103.69 l04e8b 104.07 l04el3 103.60 104064 ADF 193.94 194.24 l94e00 195.68 193.92 194.~5 193.93 195.82 
.·»; CDF 7.7 .66 78.16 77.68 79.81 11.12 1a.01 77.65 79.74 ACDF 155.53 156.Sl 155.48 160.59 155.44 156.28 155.49 l60.6't N 68.39 68.34 68.32 68.82 68.41 b8e52 68e3S 69.0~ AN ll4e08 114.18 114.07 115.0l ll4e05 ll4e08 ll4e03 115.08 CN 53.94 53.93 54.00 54.33 53.93 S4e04 54.00 54e:>'t ACN 101.54 102.22 lOle53 102.22 101.50 102e62 101.52 102.20 ON 47.30 47.27 47.37 47.32 47.36 47.32 47.38 '+7.62 AON 99.97 99.97 100.09 l00.32 99.98 99.99 100.os 100.32 u, CDN 30.37 30.61 30e26 31.51 
.... 
N· 30.21 30.37 30e24 3lel7 ~ ACDN 75.92 76.26 75.93 1s.10 -~ 75.93 76.29 75,86 78.17 FN 66.29 66el9 66.25 66.32 66e30 66.31 66,26 b6e6~ AFN 2l5e02 215al6 215.07 215.50 21s.02 215.23 215008 215.52 CFN 115.64 116.27 115.49 11Be67 ll5a80 116.67 ll5e6:2 119.6-4 j ACFN 206e98 20 7 • 9 7 201.00 214.29 i: 206e96 206.33 206084 214e36 
I . 
' 
DFN l05e79 105.91 105.76 106.36 • , l05e63 105.75 105.70 106.'+3 
.. l j ADFN 196e93 197.08 196.83 198.53 
' ' 
, ' ~ 
196.98 197.19 196.99 198.5~ COFN 57.17 57.19 57.10 57.SS 57.19 57.21 57.12 57.61 ACOFN 132.50 132.58 132.50 13~.os 132e52 132e56 132,52 133.24 
1'I --=-,;,--- I 
-- ' 
.. 
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